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Executive Briefing


This report assesses the current evidence for cost-effectiveness of pharmacotherapies for the
treatment of chronic hepatitis B (CHB) and analyzes the economic impact of alternative changes
to the funding status of CHB treatments.



Two Canadian economic evaluations examining the comparative cost-utility of several oral
antiviral therapy options were identified. Although these studies suggested that tenofovir may
be cost effective as a first line therapy, analysis was limited to certain subgroups. As the clinical
literature is evolving and there is a need to conduct analysis across a wide set of subgroups, de
novo modelling is required.



Based on a de novo economic model, assuming a threshold value of a QALY of $50,000, initiating
therapy with lamivudine would be optimal for patients with HBeAg positive disease without
cirrhosis whilst initiating therapy with tenofovir would be optimal for patients with HBeAg
positive disease with compensated cirrhosis. Neither lamivudine, tenofovir nor entecavir is cost
effective in patients with HBeAg negative disease regardless of the presence of cirrhosis.



If generic entecavir were available at 25% of the brand cost and generic substitution were
required, it would be optimal to initiate therapy with entecavir for patients with HBeAg positive
or negative disease with or without compensated cirrhosis.



Enforcement of generic substitution for ETV and LAM would result in reduced expenditure for
oral antiviral medications for treatment of hepatitis B. However, strategies allowing more access
to entecavir and/or tenofovir would lead to an increase in expenditure.



Based on the results of the de novo modelling, it is not currently cost effective to allow more
liberal access to either tenofovir or entecavir. If generic entecavir could be available at 25% of
the brand cost, placing entecavir on limited use would be cost effective (whilst simultaneously
allowing limited access to tenofovir for patients who are HBeAg negative with compensated
cirrhosis who were resistant to entecavir).



Given the widespread use of tenofovir, enforcement of current EAP criteria should be conducted
unless significant price reductions can be negotiated.
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Executive Summary
Research Questions
RQ1. What is the current evidence for the cost-effectiveness of pharmacotherapies in the treatment of
chronic hepatitis B (CHB)?
RQ2. Based on a de novo economic model, what is the cost-effectiveness of pharmacotherapies in the
treatment of CHB?
RQ3. What is the budget impact of alternative policies for reimbursing pharmacotherapies in the
treatment of CHB?
RQ4. What is the cost effectiveness of alternative policies for reimbursing pharmacotherapies in the
treatment of CHB?

Systematic Review of Published Economic Evaluations
In brief, this review highlights the current evidence for the comparative cost-effectiveness of
pharmacotherapies for the management of CHB infection. There are relatively few independent
analyses examining the cost-effectiveness of nucleos(t)ide analogues (adefovir (ADV), entecavir (ETV),
lamivudine (LAM), telbivudine (LdT) and tenofovir (TDF)) and immunomodulators (standard and
pegylated interferon). Most economic analyses were either industry-sponsored or had authors with
industry affiliations; in either case, study results consistently favoured the sponsor’s product.
The majority of published economic evaluations (cost-effectiveness studies, cost-utility analyses, costeffectiveness and cost-utility analyses, as well as one cost-benefit analysis) were conducted for settings
outside of Canada. Approximately three quarters of these evaluations were industry-sponsored, which
consistently favoured the sponsor’s drug. Results of non-Canadian studies were generally positive and
favourable toward the cost-effective use of newer oral antiviral agents such as ETV or TDV. These
studies were deemed to be of poor transferability to the current Canadian setting and did not
adequately address the research question of interest in this review.
Two economic evaluations were conducted from the Canadian health care payer perspective to examine
the cost-utility of several oral antiviral agents for CHB, one of which was sponsored by Gilead Sciences.
Despite its more narrow research question (limiting its applicability) and potential susceptibility to bias
as an industry-funded study, a comprehensive modeling approach was undertaken, including the
consideration of a broad target population – treatment-naïve and treatment-experienced patients with
and without cirrhosis. The authors considered the following treatments: LAM, ADV, ETV, TDF, the most
commonly used combinations of these agents (ADV+LAM and TDF+LAM), and best supportive care. The
authors found that all treatment strategies involving first-line use of TDF dominated use of any other
first-line therapy in treat-naïve patients, with or without cirrhosis. In addition, second-line use of TDF in
treatment-experienced patients with or without cirrhosis dominated all other second-line therapy
options. The other Canadian study was independently-financed and considered a much narrower
patient group, including only treatment-naïve patients who were HBeAg positive and free from cirrhosis
or other liver complications. The choice of comparators was similar to the study funded by Gilead
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Sciences, with the exception of LdT being evaluated rather than ADV, although the latter was used as
part of a rescue combination therapy option. Despite the difference in sponsorship and restricted
patient group, the results of the independent study also found TDF to be the dominant treatment
strategy when compared with LAM, telbivudine, and ETV.
While results of these studies appear robust to changes in model assumptions, certain factors may limit
their use in decision making. Specifically, the industry-funded study relied on the use of multiple
assumptions due to a paucity of supporting clinical data in the literature and lacked detail around some
of the clinical effectiveness data used within its model, while the independent study considered a rather
narrow target population. Both studies were limited by their reliance on surrogate endpoints, the
limited range of subgroups considered and the age of the studies may not reflect of the current clinical
evidence base and cost data. As a result, caution should be taken when interpreting these findings.
Given the limitations with the published literature, issues with transferability of economic analyses
conducted outside of Canada, and the need to incorporate more recent evidence from the Canadian
context, a de-novo economic model is required to assess the cost-effectiveness of these
pharmacotherapies, as compared with each other and/or best supportive care.
For a detailed report of the review of economic literature relative to this drug class, please refer to
Appendix A – A Systematic Review of Economic Evidence.

De novo Economic Evaluation
The objectives of the de novo modelling were to address the following specific research question: What
is the cost effectiveness of various treatment strategies for hepatitis B compared to best supportive
care? The strategies included initiation of therapy with either tenofovir (TDF), entecavir (ETV) or LAM
(LAM) followed by a switch to an alternative second line therapy (TDF, ETV, LAM or best supportive care
(BSC)) in those who experience treatment failure, followed by a switch to BSC in those who experience
treatment failure in comparison with BSC alone. The two approaches used to define treatment failure
were resistance to the therapy and either resistance or non-response to therapy.
The long term costs and quality adjusted life years (QALYs) of pharmacotherapies for hepatitis B were
assessed using a Markov model. The modelling of disease progression in Hepatitis B, follows previous
models focusing on the rates of seroconversion and the probability of disease becoming inactive or
patients becoming immune tolerant.
Data with respect to the effectiveness of treatment was obtained from the concurrent network metaanalysis which provided estimates of the impact of treatment on viral load and serological status. Life
time costs and effects as measured by QALYs gained associated with various Hepatitis B treatment
sequences were estimated via the model in comparison with BSC. Treatment strategies included the
initiation of therapy with either TDF, ETV or LAM followed by a switch to an alternative second line
therapy, either TDF, ETV, LAM or BSC, upon treatment failure and then, where appropriate, followed by
a switch to BSC upon treatment failure of the second line therapy. For each sequence of therapy there
were up to two potential strategies based on the definition of treatment failure. In the first case, failure
was defined as treatment resistance. In the base case, there was no resistance to TDF, although this was
varied within sensitivity analyses.
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Overall the cost effectiveness of the considered treatment strategies for CHB differed depending on the
immunologic / disease state of the patient at initiation of therapy. Assuming a threshold value of a QALY
of $50,000, initiating therapy with LAM would be optimal for patients with HBeAg positive disease
without cirrhosis whilst initiating therapy with TDF would be optimal for patients with HBeAg positive
disease with compensated cirrhosis. Neither LAM, TDF nor ETV is cost effective in patients with HBeAg
negative disease regardless of cirrhosis.
If generic ETV were available at 25% of the brand cost and generic substitution were required, it would
be optimal to initiate therapy with ETV for patients with HBeAg positive or negative disease with or
without compensated cirrhosis.

Budget Impact Analysis
Expenditure for oral antiviral medications used to treat hepatitis B has increased dramatically from just
over $135,000 in 2000 to $14.8 million in 2013. In 2013, TDF had the largest market share (89%) of oral
antivirals, followed by ETV (4%), LAM (4%), and ADV (3%).
Without any changes to current oral antiviral medication reimbursement, expenditure is expected to
surpass $29 million by 2016. Enforcement of generic substitution for ETV and LAM would result in a
1.16% reduction in expenditure for oral antiviral medications for treatment of CHB. Strategies which
allowed more liberal access to ETV and/or TDF would lead to an increase in expenditure of up to
31.82%.

Refer to
Appendix C – Budget Impact Analysis for a detailed report of the reimbursement based economic
assessment.

Reimbursement Based Economic Evaluation
Analysis assessed the potential cost effectiveness of alternative policies for reimbursing
pharmacotherapies in the treatment of CHB, considering the reimbursement strategies introduced
within the Budget Impact Analysis. For each strategy, the potential impact of these in terms of cost
effectiveness was assessed based on the results of the de novo economic modelling.
Based on the results of the de novo modelling, it is not currently cost effective to allow more liberal
access to either TDF or ETV. If generic ETV was available at 25% of the brand cost, placing ETV on limited
use would be cost effective (whilst simultaneously allowing no access to TDF or LAM).
Given the widespread use of TDF, enforcement of current EAP criteria should be conducted unless
significant price reductions can be negotiated.
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Appendices
Appendix A - A Systematic Review of Economic Evidence
Research Question
What is the current evidence for the cost-effectiveness of pharmacotherapies in the treatment of CHB
(CHB)?

Review of Published Literature
Search Strategy and Search Findings
Search Strategy
A search of the medical literature was conducted in MEDLINE (indexed, in-process and other nonindexed citations) from 1946 to present (2014 November 5) as well as EMBASE Classic & EMBASE 1947
to 2014 November 5 in order to capture all relevant literature. Key words relating to CHB pharmacologic
treatments approved for use in Canada (standard interferon, pegylated interferon, lamivudine (LAM),
ADV (ADV), entecavir (ETV), telbivudine (LdT), and tenofovir (TDF)) were coupled with a standardized
search strategy for identifying economic analyses adopted by the National Health Service Economic
Evaluation Database (NHS EED). The complete search strategy can be found in Appendix A1: Search
Strategy.
Additional citations were retrieved for screening from the Tufts CEA Registry and NHS EED databases.
Grey literature was identified through the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health
(CADTH) and the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence websites. Finally, reference lists of
retrieved studies were hand searched for additional relevant articles.
Search Findings
A total of 1 983 citations relating to cost-effectiveness of treatments for CHB were identified from the
initial searches, 1 757 of which were found through database searching and an additional 226 records
identified from grey literature sources. Following the removal of duplicate records, 1 843 unique
citations were retrieved for screening.
Two reviewers (ML and KT) independently reviewed the titles and abstracts of studies identified by the
search strategy in order to identify potential articles for critical appraisal. Namely, of the 1 843 unique
records screened, 157 citations were selected for full-text review. Thus, a total of 1 689 records were
excluded in the first phase of screening, and an additional 130 records were excluded following
assessment of full-text articles. Any disagreements during this two-stage screening process were
resolved through consensus. Figure 1 in Appendix A2 presents the search results, including reasons for
exclusion of full-text publications.
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Among the 157 references that were retrieved for full-text review, a total of 31 papers, describing 26
studies, addressed the objective of the review and were selected for inclusion. No additional potentially
relevant studies were identified from hand-searching citations of included papers or manufacturer
submissions. A list of excluded studies along with reasons for exclusion is presented in Table 1 of
Appendix A3.
Included Studies
Although 31 published economic evaluations met the eligibility criteria for inclusion in this review, they
were based on 26 unique studies which are described in the narrative synthesis which follows. The
systematic review and economic evaluation by Takeda et al. 1 is fully based on the results of the
Southampton Health Technology Assessment Centre (SHTAC) report published one year prior by
Shepherd et al.2; as such, it was excluded from the critical appraisal. This same review was subsequently
used in the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) technology appraisal process and
published as NICE technology appraisal guidance 96, which has also been omitted from the qualitative
synthesis of this review. Two additional publications2,3 had updated reports4,5 which were used in this
review instead of the older published analyses. A comprehensive list of these included studies can be
found in Table 2 of Appendix A4.

Summary and Critical Appraisal of Included Studies: Pharmacotherapies for CHB
Included Studies
Among the 26 economic evaluations selected for inclusion, 38% were conducted in the United States, 6-15
with an equal proportion of studies conducted in Europe (UK, Italy, Poland, Spain, Belgium, and
Turkey). 4,16-24 The remainder of included studies were: two Canadian studies, 25,26 two Australian
studies,5,27 one Korean study,28 and another involving multiple settings (USA, Germany, and Korea). 29 A
brief overview of the study characteristics of these 26 economic analyses is presented in Table 3 of
Appendix A5.
Six of the included studies were cost-effectiveness analyses,13-15,23,24,29 while almost double that amount
was cost-utility analyses.4,7,8,10,12,17-20,25,26 In addition, eight studies were both cost-effectiveness and costutility analyses,5,6,9,11,16,21,22,27 and one was a cost-benefit analysis.28 Among these analyses, 19 were
Markov model-based economic evaluations,4-8,10-14,16-21,25,26,28 and the remaining seven were decisiontree analyses.9,15,22-24,27,29 The time horizon considered in these studies spanned the period from one
year15,24 to a lifetime (72 years).25 While half of the included studies adopted a lifetime time
frame,4,5,7,8,10-14,16,20,21,25 time horizons of less than 10 years were applied in 19% of the analyses.6,15,23,24,29
Given the chronicity and slow progression of infection with hepatitis B, shorter time horizons may not
adequately represent the associated long-term complications of this condition, such as cirrhosis and
compensated liver disease or hepatocellular carcinoma. However, the lack of long-term efficacy data
may also render lifetime horizons difficult to manage.
All economic evaluations adopted a health care payer’s or third party payer’s perspective, with the
exception of one study conducted across multiple settings which did not report the chosen
perspective 29. Indirect costs to patients and their families, including productivity costs, were therefore
not considered in any of the analyses, even though CHB infection predominantly affects a working age
population.
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Comparators across the included studies were most commonly considered as monotherapy options;5-9,1115,17,21-25,27,28
studies considered to a much lesser extent a mixture of monotherapy and combination
therapy options, together with no treatment or best supportive care4,10,16,18-20,26,29 or combination
therapy alone. Among these, ten studies additionally considered sequential treatment strategies within
their selected comparators.4,7,13,14,18-20,26,27,29 Furthermore, evaluations consistently modeled patients
receiving both first- and second-line therapies,4,6,7,10,13,14,17-22,26-29 whereas the use of comparators as firstline treatments alone was observed in only 31% of the analyses.5,8,9,11,12,15,16,23-25 The most common
comparator used across studies was LAM, as evidenced in all but three of the included analyses 6,16,17.
This is not surprising given that LAM was the first oral antiviral agent approved for the treatment of CHB
infection, and it was the only nucleos(t)ide analogue available until its efficacy and high resistance rate
was superseded by newer nucleos(t)ide analogue agents. What is perhaps more interesting is that LAM
persisted as a comparator in several recently published economic analyses, even though many
jurisdictions no longer recommend its use in clinical practice as a first-line choice for treating high viral
load CHB.
The target populations varied across the studies by both prior treatment experience and hepatitis B e
antigen (HBeAg) status. Namely, treatment-naïve CHB patients were exclusively considered in 46% of
the economic analyses5,8,9,11-16,23,24,27, while the rest of the included studies took into consideration both
treatment-naïve and treatment-experienced patients4,6,7,10,17-22,25,26,28,29, the latter of which includes
patients experiencing resistance or suboptimal response to a first-line therapy. Furthermore, eight
studies targeted only HBeAg positive patient populations 5,7,9-12,24,25, and three were conducted for
patients with HBeAg negative CHB 8,16,23, while two studies did not specify HBeAg status 13,15. Although
these studies adopted a narrower lens with respect to the modeled patient groups, the remaining half of
included analyses took on a broader approach in modeling both HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative
CHB patients4,6,14,17-19,21,22,26-29; the proportions of HBeAg positive versus HBeAg negative patients ranged
20–70% and 30–80%, respectively. Patients entering the various models were either cirrhotic or not.
Most studies expressed their outcomes in terms of life-years gained (LYG) or quality-adjusted life years
(QALYs) gained4-14,16-22,25-27; however, some analyses assessed cost-effectiveness via surrogate endpoints
such as rates of undetectable HBV DNA29, HBeAg seroconversion15,24,28,29, histological improvement 13, or
fibrosis progression 15,24. Utility estimates in most of these economic analyses were derived from a
multinational study by Levy et al. 30 which elicited utilities using the standard gamble method. Due to the
paucity of data prior to the publication of this seminal study, utilities have previously been derived from
a variety of sources, including studies using standard gamble and time trade-off methods in clinician
experts, estimates from physician surveys such as the Assessment of Quality of Life (AQOL) instrument,
and utilities derived from patients with chronic hepatitis C.
Results obtained from the collection of these economic studies appear to be consistent and positive
toward ETV and TDF as the most cost-effective CHB therapies6,7,9,10,13,17-22,25-28. All studies reported that
the favourable results obtained were robust to changes in model assumptions, and many included
probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA). Among the 10 ten studies that did not carry out a PSA 6,12,15,19,2224,27-29
, nine of these conducted a limited one-way sensitivity analysis6,12,19,22-24,27-29. A synthesis of the
interventions and results of the included economic evaluations is presented in Table 4 of Appendix A5.
Approximately three quarters of these evaluations (18 of 26) were financed by industry, 5-11,15,16,19-23,26-29
eight of which were sponsored by Bristol-Myers-Squibb.6-10,22,27,28 One study reported funding support
from the EASL, whose premium sponsors include three pharmaceutical companies. 18 Among the studies
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independent of industry sponsorship, two were sponsored by HTA programmes, 4,17 while another was
self-financed; 13 the remainder did not disclose any funding support, 12,14,24,25 although one study had
some link to industry. 14
There are several observable trends over time among the included studies. These relate particularly to
the type and complexity of economic models, the amount of comparators considered in the analyses, as
well as the consideration for a broader patient population. First, economic models have become
increasingly complex over the years, with the inclusion of infectious disease parameters in several
recent economic studies. The studies by Dakin et al. (2010, 2012) 20,26 are particularly noteworthy for
their inclusion of several health states relating to virologic response and levels of detectable HBV DNA.
While the use of decision tree analysis has remained somewhat consistent over time, the growing
complexity of Markov models may be indicative of their reliability and might encourage their future
application over decision trees, which are deemed unsuitable in the economic modeling of CHB
infection. Second, the number of comparators and associated treatment scenarios has markedly
increased in economic analyses of CHB pharmacotherapies since the early 2000s. For instance, studies
by Brooks et al. (2001)15 and Crowley et al. (2002)5 both model up to three treatment strategies, as
compared with a recent economic evaluation by Dakin et al. (2010) which includes 211 different
treatment strategies involving both monotherapy and combination therapy options. This increase in the
amount of comparators being considered within recent studies has ostensibly occurred in parallel with
the approval for use of newer oral antiviral agents like ETV and TDF in the second half of the last decade.
Finally, the patient groups modeled in earlier published studies were often confined to a rather narrow
population of either HBeAg positive or HBeAg negative CHB patients; however, the inclusion of both e
antigen positive and negative patients has increased over time, as well as the consideration for
treatment-experienced patients in addition to the treatment-naïve groups.
Concerns and Considerations Relating to the Literature
Canadian Content
Two relevant reports considered a Canadian perspective. One was sponsored by Gilead Sciences Inc.,
while the other received no industry funding. Both studies were cost-utility analyses comparing oral
antiviral therapy options for the management of CHB infection.
Sponsorship and Industry Affiliated Studies
Among the 26 studies selected for inclusion, eighteen studies received financial support from
pharmaceutical manufacturers and two additional studies had some link to industry. These studies may
be susceptible to biases and limitations that have been found in manufacturer-sponsored evaluations.31
Surrogate outcomes
Numerous cost-effectiveness models were found to rely on the use of surrogate endpoints such as
HBeAg seroconversion, virologic response, or histological improvement to project the occurrence of
long-term liver-related complications. However, there is concern about the validity of these outcome
measures without evidence of an established relationship with tangible clinical endpoints, such as liver
cirrhosis, end-stage liver disease, or hepatocellular carcinoma. Accordingly, non-validated surrogate
outcomes limit the applicability of the results in these analyses, even when uncertainty associated with
their use is explored through sensitivity analysis. While the use of more meaningful clinical endpoints
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like the development of cirrhosis is preferred, surrogate measures appear to be routinely used in clinical
practice as indicators of treatment success and ultimately constitute the best estimates of efficacy in the
absence of data on long-term complications of CHB infection. Therefore, reliance on surrogate
endpoints is a necessary limitation of all models.

Canadian Studies
There are two studies examining the comparative cost-effectiveness of CHB pharmacotherapies, namely
nucleos(t)ide analogues from a Canadian perspective. A summary of each of the studies, along with an
assessment of their limitations, is provided below.

Dakin et al. (2011)
In 2011, Dakin et al. conducted a cost-utility analysis, sponsored by Gilead Sciences, comparing a series
of oral antiviral treatment strategies for the management of CHB infection. Specifically, the
interventions that were considered within the modeled treatment pathways comprised LAM
(100mg/day), ADV (10mg/day), ETV (0.5mg/day), TDF (245mg/day), the most commonly used
combinations of these agents (ADV+LAM and TDF+LAM), and best supportive care. The patient
population considered in the analysis was both treatment-naïve and LAM-resistant, free from coinfection with HIV, HBeAg positive or HBeAg negative, and either affected or unaffected by
compensated liver disease. Three distinct patient subgroups within this target population were
independently evaluated in the analysis: (1) nucles(t)ide-naïve patients without cirrhosis, (2)
nucleos(t)ide-naïve patients with compensated cirrhosis, and (3) LAM-resistant patients, of whom 21%
were assumed to have compensated cirrhosis.
The evaluation was conducted using a Markov model, run over a 33-year time horizon with annual
cycles. This model was adapted from a previous cost-utility study conducted in the UK. 20 The perspective
adopted in the analysis was that of the publicly-funded health care payer; thus, indirect costs incurred
due to lost time or loss of productivity as a result of CHB infection were not taken into account.
Treatment effectiveness data were derived from a mixed-treatment comparison meta-analysis and
individual trials identified through the same meta-analysis. The final outcome of the analysis was
expressed in terms of quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gained. Moreover, utility values were derived in
part from UK population norms and mainly based on standard gamble valuations by 100 Canadian
patients with CHB within a large multinational study of utilities by Levy et al. 30 The robustness of the
results was evaluated via deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses.
For nucleos(t)ide analogue-naïve patients with or without cirrhosis, base-case results demonstrated that
the most effective strategy was first-line TDF monotherapy followed by the addition of LAM if resistance
develops, and switching to ETV monotherapy is resistance occurs from dual therapy with TDF+LAM. The
base-case further revealed that all modeled strategies involving first-line use of TDF were more effective
than first-line use of any other nucleos(t)ide analogue agent. Using the net benefit (NB) approach,
results of the base-case analysis showed that at a $50,000/QALY willingness-to-pay (WTP) threshold,
TDF followed by LAM is the most cost-effective strategy for this patient group as it generates the highest
total net benefits at a $50,000/QALY ceiling ratio (NB (cirrhotic)=$219,587; NB (noncirrhotic)=$388,811). Similarly, in the case of LAM-resistant patients with or without cirrhosis, base-case
results revealed that second-line use of TDF monotherapy immediately following LAM resistance was
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more cost-effective than any other active treatment strategy for managing LAM-resistant patients.
Although second-line use of TDF was more favourable than any other second-line option for patients
with LAM-resistant CHB, it was emphasized that administering first-line TDF is more cost-effective than
delaying treatment until LAM resistance develops. One-way sensitivity analyses showed that that there
were several drivers of model uncertainly at $50,000 WTP ceiling ratio, including discount rate, time
horizon, and probability of HBeAg seroconversion with TDF. Nevertheless, TDF remained the most costeffective strategy under all circumstances. Based on the results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis,
which was conducted for a mixed cohort of NA-naïve patients (21% cirrhotic), there was a 50%
probability that first line TDF (i.e. TDF followed by LAM) is the optimal strategy at a $50,000/QALY WTP
threshold. However, if society were willing to pay $75,000/QALY, the probability that a strategy
involving first-line TDF would be optimal increased to 76%.
On the whole, this was a well conducted economic evaluation from a Canadian perspective. Although
the study displays several strengths, mainly with respect to the comprehensiveness of the modeling
approach and patient groups considered, certain factors may limit the applicability and generalizability
of its results. Namely, there is a lack of transparency and lack of detail around the clinical effectiveness
data used within the model, particularly concerning the frequency of recurrent viremia in patients who
discontinue therapy following HBeAg seroconversion and consolidation therapy. In addition, modelling
relied on the use of multiple assumptions due to a lack of supporting clinical data in the literature. The
dearth of long-term effectiveness data to support assumptions about the probability of treatment
response and resistance, as well as the need to rely on surrogate outcomes instead of clinical endpoints,
may further limit the utility of this study. Finally, the age of study may not be reflective of the current
clinical evidence base and cost data.

He et al. (2012)
A 2012 study by He et al. is a recent independent, Canadian study examining the cost-utility of several
oral antiviral therapies for CHBCHB. This study focuses on comparing LAM (100mg/day), LdT
(600mg/day), TDF (300mg/day), and ETV (0.5mg/day). In the event that a patient developed resistance
to their initial medication, a rescue combination therapy was used (possibly including ADV [10mg/day]).
The patient population considered was treatment-naïve, HBeAg positive, and free of any co-infections or
complications.
Cost-utility was estimated using a Markov modelling approach with a lifetime (72 years) time horizon.
The perspective of the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care was adopted, including only direct
medical care costs associated with CHB infection. Treatment effectiveness data were derived from a
systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Other model inputs were taken
from individual clinical or observational studies. QALYs gained was used as the final outcome for this
analysis. Utility values were taken from a previous study that employed interviews and standard gamble
techniques to elicit health-related quality of life information from CHB patients (Levy et al. 2008).30 Both
deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses were conducted to test the robustness of the results.
Results from the best-case analysis estimate that TDF ($104,034; 11.86 QALYs) is the dominant
treatment strategy compared to LAM ($111,300; 11.11 QALYs), LdT ($136,366; 11.45 QALYs), and ETV
($123,575; 11.57 QALYs). One-way sensitivity analyses indicate that key drivers of model uncertainty
were HBeAg seroconversion rates in the first and subsequent years under TDF, the cost of the drug, and
its relapse rate. However, under all circumstances TDF remained the dominant medication. Two
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alternative scenarios were also considered: equal serologic durability, and sustained risk reduction of
developing cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. In both scenarios, TDF remained the dominant
therapy. PSA for the base-case scenario estimates that TDF is cost-effective in 65% to 78% of
simulations for a WTP less than $200,000CAD.
Overall, this study was fairly well conducted, independently funded, and adopted a Canadian
perspective. Despite its strengths, there are several limitations that restrict the generalizability and
applicability of these results to our study questions. The patient population is limited to HBeAg positive
patients and does not consider CHB patients who are HBeAg negative. Treatment durability is assumed
to vary between medications; however, there is limited evidence to support this assumption. As with
many economic evaluations in this area, there is also a paucity of long-term treatment effectiveness
evidence and much of their data has been extrapolated from studies with short follow-up times and
reliance on surrogate endpoints rather than clinical outcomes.

Non-Canadian Studies
Independent studies
Enriquez et al. (2007)
Enriquez et al. conducted a cost-utility analysis comparing LAM monotherapy with no antiviral
treatment in HBeAg positive patients without cirrhosis or other hepatic complications; analysis was
carried out separately for male and female patients. A Markov-based model was run over a lifetime time
horizon with annual cycles, and the perspective adopted in the analysis was that of the US health care
payer, with costs presented in 2006 US dollars.
Results of the base-case analysis revealed that LAM was a cost-effective therapy option among both
males and females, as compared with no antiviral treatment, generating ICER estimates of $5,748 and
$12,548 per QALY gained, respectively. Although robust to changes in the model’s assumptions, these
findings must be interpreted with caution given the restricted patient population and choice of
comparators, reliance on surrogate outcomes, and disregard for LAM resistance. These factors, coupled
with limited data to support the derivation of utility values, ultimately preclude the transferability of the
results.

Halstaert et al. (2013)
Halstaert et al. conducted a cost-utility analysis comparing antiviral treatment with TDF or ETV with a
“no antiviral treatment” strategy in HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative adults. The patient group
considered in the base case analysis was subdivided into 40-year-old treated and untreated patients
without cirrhosis and 50-year-old patients with compensated cirrhosis. The evaluation was conducted
using a Markov model run over a 20-year time horizon (base-case); analyses for 10 years, 30 years, and a
lifelong time horizon were also performed. The perspective adopted in the analysis was that of the
Belgian health care payer, and results are presented in 2009 euros.
Base-case results for a time horizon of 20 years suggest that TDF was less costly and more effective than
the ETV or no antiviral treatment strategy in all modeled patient cohorts. Treatment with TDF resulted in
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a much more favourable ICER for the cirrhotic patient cohort aged 50 years (€29,000/QALY) than either
the HBeAg positive or HBeAg negative 40-year-old patients without cirrhosis (€110,000/QALY and
131,000/QALY, respectively). The authors concluded through sensitivity analysis that treatment of
younger, non-cirrhotic patients with TDF would never be an optimal strategy at WTP threshold values up
to €60,000, and the probability this treatment becomes a cost-effective option increases to 40% at WTP
threshold of €100,000/QALY. The less favourable ICERs for treating non-cirrhotic patients reported in
this study are in striking contrast with those reported in other economic analyses which consider the
same comparators; however, these findings must be interpreted with caution given the shorter time
horizon and the fact that transition probabilities to cirrhosis varied with patient age. Although this study
was the first to model age-specific transition probabilities while considering a broad patient population,
transferability of these findings to other settings, particularly the Canadian one, remains limited.

Jones et al. (2009)
Jones et al. compared the cost-utility of several sequential treatment scenarios with standard interferon,
pegylated interferon, and best supportive care in a mixed cohort of HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative
CHB patients without cirrhosis. The analysis was conducted using a Markov model, run over a lifetime
time horizon with annual cycles, and findings were presented from the perspective of the UK health care
payer in 2006/7 British pounds.
Base-case results identified three main treatment sequences lying on the cost-effectiveness frontier (i.e.
those that are not dominated): IFN followed by LAM (£8552 per QALY gained relative to best supportive
care); PEG-IFN followed by LAM (£12,801 per QALY gained relative to IFN followed by LAM); and PEGIFN followed by LAM followed by ADV (£26,379 per QALY gained relative to PEG-IFN followed by LAM).
Findings remained cost-effective when subjected to sensitivity analysis. The authors concluded that the
optimal treatment sequence would consist of either IFN or PEG-IFN followed by LAM, reserving ADV as a
salvage strategy for patients who develop LAM resistance. Despite the favourable results supporting the
first-line use of (peg)interferons for CHB treatment, these findings are of limited applicability due to
partial consideration of possible treatment comparators including newer oral antiviral agents, as well as
a lack of data supporting assumptions of the effects of long-term treatment and durability of response
following treatment cessation.

Kanwal et al. (2006)
Kanwal et al. evaluated the cost-effectiveness of six treatment strategies involving nucleos(t)ide
analogues in treatment-naïve patients with CHB cirrhosis. Strategies included monotherapy with LAM,
ADV, and ETV, as compared with no antiviral treatment, as well as the use of ADV and ETV salvage
options for LAM-resistant patients. The analysis was conducted using a Markov model run over a
lifetime time horizon with annual cycles; the perspective adopted in the analysis is that of the US third
party payer, and results are presented in 2005 US dollars.
Results of the base-case analysis suggest that the most cost-effective strategies for treating cirrhotic
patients with CHB infection are ADV monotherapy (ICER=$19,731/QALY relative to no treatment) and
ETV monotherapy (ICER=$25,626/QALY relative to ADV monotherapy). All other competing strategies
were dominated or excluded based on extended dominance, further indicating that the use of ADV and
ETV antivirals is more cost-effective as monotherapy options rather than reserving their use as salvage
treatments in LAM-resistant patients. Although findings support first-line use of ADV and ETV antivirals,
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they are only applicable to patients with HBV-related liver cirrhosis. Moreover, other possible
comparators are excluded from the analysis, and utility estimates for cirrhosis may be limited as they
were adopted for cirrhosis and related complications resulting from hepatitis C rather than HBV. As a
result, this study may be of limited applicability to other settings.

Orlewska et al. (2002)
Orlewska et al. compared the cost-effectiveness of four scenarios reflecting treatment with LAM or
standard interferon, either in combination or alone, and no antiviral treatment in HBeAg positive
patients without cirrhosis. Specifically, strategies A and B involved first-line treatment with LAM and
interferon, respectively, assuming availability of both treatment options; standard interferon was the
only approved treatment in strategy C and patients in strategy D received no antiviral treatment. The
analysis was conducted using a decision tree with a 1-year time horizon, and the perspective adopted in
the analysis was that of the Polish health care payer, with costs presented in 2002 Polish new zloty
(PLN).
Base-case results revealed that strategies B and C were dominated by strategy A, which was less
expensive and more effective. Moreover, comparing strategy A to no treatment for any patients
(strategy D) resulted in an ICER estimate of 57,855 PLN per additional seroconversion and of 79,550 PLN
per cirrhosis case avoided. Comparing the same strategies using conversion of progression to cirrhosis to
life years gained (LYG) generated an ICER of 2105 PLN per LYG for patients aged 30 years and 3978 PLN
per LYG for 50-year-old patients. These findings should be interpreted with caution given the restricted
patient population considered in the analysis, as well as the use of a very short time horizon and the
reliance on surrogate endpoints in outcome ascertainment. The use of a decision tree in modeling is also
deemed unsuitable given the chronicity of infection with HBV. Accordingly, the applicability of this
economic analysis is limited.

Industry-sponsored and industry-affiliated studies
There were 19 economic evaluations conducted outside of Canada which received financial support
from the pharmaceutical industry or whose authors disclosed industry affiliation. Four of these were
cost-effectiveness analyses,14,15,23,29 six were cost-utility analyses,7,8,10,18-20 eight were both costeffectiveness and cost-utility analyses,5,6,9,11,16,21,22,27 and one study was reported as a cost-benefit
analysis.28 Most analyses were based on a Markov model, 5-8,10,11,14,16,18-21,28 with the exception of six
decision-tree analyses. 9,15,22,23,27,29 Furthermore, although nearly half of these studies adopted a lifetime
time horizon, 5,7,8,10,11,14,16,20,21 modeling time frames variably spanned the period from one year15 to a
lifetime (72 years).25 All economic analyses were conducted from the perspective of the health care
payer or third party payer; one study did not report the chosen perspective. 29
In the eight studies sponsored by Bristol-Myers-Squibb (BMS),6-10,22,27,28 results were positive and
favourable toward ETV. Treatment strategies involving LAM were found to be less costly and more
effective in both studies sponsored by GalaxoSmithKline (GSK). 5,15 Furthermore, in the four studies
which received sponsorship from Gilead Sciences, 19-21,23 treatment strategies involving first-line use of
TDF consistently dominated all other competing scenarios, with the exception of the analysis conducted
by Buti et al. (2006),23 which did not consider TDF among the selected comparators. Pegylated
interferon was cost-effective in both studies sponsored by Hoffman La Roche Ltd., while results of the
Novartis-sponsored study conducted across multiple settings appear more variable. Lastly, TDF was
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found to be the most cost-effective option in the EASL-funded study, whose primary sponsors are
pharmaceutical companies, and treatment with LAM was dominant in the study by Kanwal et al. (2005),
whose authors are affiliated with industry. In brief, the sponsor’s product is favoured in all cases. This
finding is not surprising given that skew in industry-funded pharmacoeconomic studies is well
documented.31

Overall Conclusions
Overall, the majority of studies identified in this review are of limited applicability to the current
Canadian setting. The majority of included studies were industry sponsored or linked to industry. Only
two Canadian studies were identified: one was sponsored by Gilead Sciences; and the other received no
industry funding.
Although available Canadian studies suggested that TDF may be cost effective as a first line therapy, this
was limited to certain subgroups (one study was limited to those who were HBeAg positive whilst the
other was limited to those without cirrhosis). As the clinical literature is evolving and there is a need to
conduct analysis across a wide set of subgroups, de novo modelling is required.
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Appendix A1: Search Strategy
The following is the search strategy used in Ovid interfaces MEDLINE and EMBASE.
EMBASE Classic+EMBASE 1947 to 2014 November 5, Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Other NonIndexed Citations and Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to Present (2014 November 5)
1. interferon-alpha/ or ((interferon adj5 alpha) or (interferon adj5 alfa) or (peginterferon adj5 alpha) or
(ifn adj5 alpha) or alpha-interferon or interferon-alpha or ifn-alpha or leif).mp.
2. Lamivudine/ or LAMIVUDINE (nm) or ("gr 103665" or gr103665 or heptodin or hepivir or "nsc
6207533 nsc6207533" or zefix or 3tc or epivir or (bch189 or "bch 189") or (gr109714x or "gr 109714x")
or (hepitec or heptovir or trizivir or zeffix or zidovudine or lamivudine)).mp.
3. (adefovir or hepsera or preveon or pmea or adv or phoshonylmethoxyethyl: or ("gs 0393" or gs0393
or gs840 or "gs 840" or gs0840 or "gs 0840")).mp.
4. (142217-69-4 or 209216-23-9).rn. or (entecavir or baraclude or etv or "bms 200475" or bms200475 or
"sq 34676" or sq34676).mp. or (Telbivudine or Epavudine or "LdT 600" or LdT600 or "Nv 02b Nv02b" or
Sebivo or tenofovir$).mp. or (3424-98-4 or 147127-19-3 or 147127-20-6).rn. or pmpa.ti,ab.
5. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4
6. Hepatitis B Antibodies/ or hepatitis b/ or hepatitis b, chronic/ or Hepatitis B Antibodies/ or hepatitis b
antigens/ or hepatitis b core antigens/ or hepatitis b e antigens/ or hepatitis b surface antigens/ or
Hepatitis B virus/ or ("hep b" or "hepatitis b" or "type b hepatitis" or "hbv" or (chronic adj2 homologous
adj2 serum adj2 jaundice) or (chronic adj2 diffuse adj2 hepatocellular adj2 inflamm:)).mp.
7. 5 and 6
8. health economics/
9. exp economic evaluation/
10. exp "health care cost"/
11. exp pharmacoeconomics/
12. 8 or 9 or 10 or 11
13. (econom$ or cost or costs or costly or costing or price or prices or pricing or
pharmacoeconomic$).ti,ab.
14. (expenditure$ not energy).ti,ab.
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15. (value adj2 money).ti,ab.
16. budget$.ti,ab.
17. 13 or 14 or 15 or 16
18. 12 or 17
19. Economics/
20. exp "Costs and Cost Analysis"/
21. "Value of Life"/
22. exp Economics, Hospital/
23. Economics, Medical/
24. Economics, Nursing/
25. Economics, Pharmaceutical/
26. 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25
27. (econom$ or cost or costs or costly or costing or price or prices or pricing or
pharmacoeconomic$).ti,ab.
28. (expenditure$ not energy).ti,ab.
29. (value adj1 money).ti,ab.
30. budget$.ti,ab.
31. 27 or 28 or 29 or 30
32. 26 or 31
33. 18 or 32
34. 7 and 33
35. remove duplicates from 34
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Appendix A2: Results of Search

Identification

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the selection process for potentially relevant studies.

Records identified through
database searching
(n = 1757)

Additional records identified
through other sources
(n = 226)

Included

Eligibility

Screening

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 1843)

Records screened
(n = 1846)

Records excluded
(n = 1689)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 157)

Full-text articles excluded,
with reasons
(n = 130)

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n = 26)

37 Not economic evaluation
3 Not CHB
4 Not relevant intervention
18 Non-English
3 Not available
40 Not full text
20 Non-OECD member
4 Published prior to year 2000
(post-hoc exclusion)
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Appendix A3: List of Excluded Studies
Table 1. List of excluded studies and reasons for exclusion.
Ref. #
32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Study Reference
Dan YY, Lim SG. Cost-effectiveness of telbivudine renoprotection in CHB liver
cirrhosis [abstract]. Hepatology Conference: 65th Annual Meeting of the American
Association for the Study of Liver Diseases: The Liver Meeting 2014 Boston, MA
United States Conference Start: 20141108 Conference End: 20141110. 2014;60.
Dan YY, Wong JB, Hamid SS, Han K-H, Jia JD, Liu C-J, et al. Consensus costeffectiveness model for treatment of CHB in Asia Pacific countries. Hepatology
International. 2014;8(3):382-94.
Younossi Z, Henry L. Monitoring and treatment of inactive CHB: Is it cost-effective?
Hepatology. 2014;60(1):19-21.
Shouval D. The pros and cons of lamivudine vs. entecavir in decompensated or
severe acute exacerbation of CHB. Journal of Hepatology. 2014;60(6):1108-9.
Lu L, Trinh HN, Pan CQ, Han S-H, Wong CC, Li J, et al. Tenofovir (TDF) monotherapy is
comparable to tenofovir and entecavir (TDF+ETV) combination therapy as rescue
therapy for patients with partial response to ETV: A multicenter study [abstract].
Gastroenterology Conference: Digestive Disease Week 2014, DDW 2014 Chicago, IL
United States Conference Start: 20140503 Conference End: 20140506 Date of
Publication: May 2014. 2014;146(5 Suppl 1):S-924.
Lee KKC, Wu DBC, Chow PY, Lee VWY, Li H. Economic analysis between entecavir and
lamivudine for the treatment of CHB in Hong Kong. Journal of Gastroenterology and
Hepatology (Australia). 2012;27(7):1167-74.
Lacey L, Chien R-N, Chuang W-L, Pwu R-F. Economic evaluation of CHB treatments in
Taiwan. Journal of Gastroenterology and Hepatology (Australia). 2008;23(4):571-9.
Wright AJ, Fishman JA, Chung RT. Lamivudine compared with newer antivirals for
prophylaxis of hepatitis B core antibody positive livers: A cost-effectiveness analysis.
American Journal of Transplantation. 2014;14(3):629-34.
Pecere S, Fagiuoli S, Pasulo L, Luca MG, Cologni G, Rizzi M, et al. Cost-efficacy
analysis of CHB treatment in a real-life setting of the northern-Italy [abstract].
Digestive and Liver Disease Conference: 47th Annual Meeting of the Italian
Association for the Study of the Liver, A I S F 2014 Rome Italy Conference Start:
20140220 Conference End: 20140221 Date of Publication: February 2014.
2014;46:e22-e23.
Jun DW, Lee JH, Kwon SY, Paik YH, Kim HJ, Lee JS, et al. A novel economic analysis of
entecavir comparing to tenofovir for nucleoside-naive CHB patients in Korea
[abstract]. Hepatology International Conference: 23rd Conference of the Asian
Pacific Association for the Study of the Liver, APASL 2013 Singapore Singapore
Conference Start: 20130606 Conference End: 20130609 Date of Publication: June
2013. 2013;7:S730.
Villamil F, Cairo F. Solid organ transplantation and hepatitis B virus. Clinical Liver
Disease. 2013;2(1):38-40.
Vigano M, Lampertico P. Hepatitis B virus treatment: Which patients should be
treated with nucleos(t)ide analogue? Clinical Liver Disease. 2013;2(1):21-3.

Reason for
exclusion
Not full text

Non-OECD
member
Not economic
evaluation
Not economic
evaluation

Not full text

Non-OECD
member
Non-OECD
member
Not hepatitis b

Not full text

Not full text

Not economic
evaluation
Not economic
evaluation
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Ref. #

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

Study Reference
Tsai PJS, Caughey A, Aziz N, Allen A. Cost effectiveness of antiviral therapies in the
prevention of perinatal transmission of hepatitis B virus (HBV) in highly viremic
women [abstract]. American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology Conference: 34th
Annual Meeting of the Society for Maternal-Fetal Medicine: The Pregnancy Meeting
New Orleans, LA United States Conference Start: 20140203 Conference End:
20140208. 2014;210(1 SUPPL. 1):S229-S230.
Wiens A, Venson R, Lenzi L, Correr CJ, Pontarolo R. Economic evaluation of
treatments for CHB [abstract]. Value in Health Conference: ISPOR 4th Latin America
Conference Buenos Aires Argentina Conference Start: 20130912 Conference End:
20130914 Date of Publication: November 2013. 2013;16(7):A715.
Almeida AM, da Silva AL, Brandao CMR, Cherchiglia ML, Andrade EIG, de Oliveira
GLA, et al. Cost-effectiveness of nucleoside/nucleotide analogues in CHB. Revista de
Saude Publica. 2012;46(6):942-9.
Wiens A, Lenzi L, Venson R, Pedroso MLA, Correr CJ, Pontarolo R. Economic
evaluation of treatments for CHB. Brazilian Journal of Infectious Diseases.
2013;17(4):418-26.
Wu B, Shen J, Cheng H. Cost-effectiveness analysis of different rescue therapies in
patients with lamivudine-resistant CHB in China. BMC health services research.
2012;12:385.
Vanagas G, Padaiga Z, Mickeviciene A. Cost-effectiveness and cost-utility of the
treatment of CHB with peginterferon alfa-2a, interferon alfa, and lamivudine in
Lithuania. Medicina. 2010;46(12):835-42.
Soto H, Botello BS, Pizarro M, Rizzoli A, Gozalez LA. Cost effectiveness analysis of
tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (viread) in the treatment of patients with CHB (CHB) in
Mexico [abstract]. Value in Health Conference: ISPOR 18th Annual International
Meeting New Orleans, LA United States Conference Start: 20130518 Conference
End: 20130522 Date of Publication: May 2013. 2013;16(3):A214.
Luneva A, Holownia M, Krasnova L, Vorobyev PA, Znoyko O. Clinical and economic
assesment of the effectiveness of entecavir in comparison with pegylated interferon,
lamivudine, telbivudine, tenofovir in treatment of chronic viral hepatitis in russian
federation [abstract]. Value in Health Conference: ISPOR 18th Annual International
Meeting New Orleans, LA United States Conference Start: 20130518 Conference
End: 20130522 Date of Publication: May 2013. 2013;16(3):A119.
Mosegui GBG, Costa e Silva, Vianna CMM, Peregrino AAF, de Oliveira FSG, Rodrigues
MPS, et al. Assessment of interferon, peginterferon, tenofovir, entecavir, lamivudine
and adefovir for the treatment of CHB in HBeAg positive patients without cirrhosis.
International Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences. 2013;5(Suppl1):20812.
Thomas H. Treatment of CHB in resource-constrained countries: An economic
solution is required. Journal of Viral Hepatitis. 2013;20(Suppl1):2.
Chan HLY. Peginterferon therapy for CHB: One size fits all? Gut. 2013;62(2):185-7.

Reason for
exclusion

Not full text

Not full text

Non-OECD
member
Non-OECD
member
Non-OECD
member
Non-English

Not full text

Not full text

Non-OECD
member
Not economic
evaluation
Not economic
evaluation
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Ref. #

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

Study Reference
Ratziu V, Bourliere M, Bronowicki J-P, Pol S, Zarski J-P, Woolmore A, et al. Modelling
the impact of treatment with entecavir on long-term mortality, morbidity and
healthcare costs of CHB in France [abstract]. Hepatology International Conference:
20th Conference of the Asian Pacific Association for the Study of the Liver, APASL
Beijing China Conference Start: 20100325 Conference End: 20100328 Date of
Publication: March 2010. 2010;4(1):129.
Suh JK, Hay J. Evaluation of cost-effectiveness of CHB treatments: Entecavir and
telbivudine [abstract]. Value in Health Conference: 15th Annual International
Meeting of the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes
Research, ISPOR 2010 Atlanta, GA United States Conference Start: 20100515
Conference End: 20100519 Date of Publication: May2010. 2010;13(3):A72.
Iannazzo S, Coco B, Brunetto MR, Rossetti F, Caputo A, Bonino F. Cost-effectiveness
of peg-interferon alfa-2a therapy of HBeAg negative CHB in Italy using a personalized
approach based on week 12 HBV-DNA and HBsAg stopping rule [abstract].
Hepatology Conference: 63rd Annual Meeting of the American Association for the
Study of Liver Diseases: The Liver Meeting 2012 Boston, MA United States
Conference Start: 20121109 Conference End: 20121113 Date of Publication: October
2012. 2012;56:633A-4A.
Iannazzo S, Espinos B, Coco B, Brunetto M, Rossetti F, Caputo A, et al. Costeffectiveness of an individualized approach in the treatment of HBeAg negative chb
patients with peginterferon alfa-2a in italy [abstract]. Value in Health Conference:
ISPOR 15th Annual European Congress Berlin Germany Conference Start: 20121103
Conference End: 20121107 Date of Publication: November 2012. 2012;15(7):A398.
Zhang W, Zhuang H, Ren H, Dou X, Chen W. Cost-effectiveness analysis of 48-week
peginterferon alpha-2a under RGT strategy versus 3 years entecavir for the
treatment of HBEAG positive CHB in China [abstract]. Value in Health Conference:
ISPOR 15th Annual European Congress Berlin Germany Conference Start: 20121103
Conference End: 20121107 Date of Publication: November 2012. 2012;15(7):A330.
Chen PJ, Chen CJ, Yang HI, McLeod E, Heatley R. Impact of anti-viral treatment on the
economic burden of CHB in Taiwan [abstract]. Value in Health Conference: ISPOR 5th
Asia-Pacific Conference Taipei Taiwan (Republic of China) Conference Start:
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Appendix A5: Characteristics of Reviewed Studies
Table 3. Brief overview of all included studies.
First author, Year

Country

Sponsorship

Study type

Model type

Time
horizon

Included interventions

Monotherapy or combination
therapy?

Arnold, 2008

Australia

Bristol-Myers Squibb

CEA/CUA

Decision tree

20 years

ETV, LAM, ADV

monotherapy, sequential

Brooks, 2001

USA

GlaxoSmithKline

CEA

Decision tree

1 year

LAM, IFN, no treatment

monotherapy

Buti, 2006

Spain

Gilead Sciences

CEA

Decision tree

4 years

LAM, ADV

monotherapy

Buti, 2009

Spain

Gilead Sciences

CEA/CUA

Markov model

lifetime

Colombo, 2011

Italy

Gilead Sciences

CUA

Markov model

10 years

Crowley, 2002

Australia

GlaxoSmithKline

CEA/CUA

Markov model

1 year &
lifetime

Dakin, 2010

UK

Gilead Sciences

CUA

Markov model

lifetime

Dakin, 2011

Canada

Gilead Sciences

CUA

Markov model

33 years

Enriquez, 2007

USA

independent

CUA

Markov model

Halstaert, 2013

Belgium

HTA

CUA

He, 2012

Canada

independent

Ianazzo, 2013

Italy

Jones, 2009

LAM, ADV, ETV, LdT, TDF, no
treatment
LAM, ADV, ETV, LdT, TDF, PEGIFN, no treatment

monotherapy
monotherapy, combination,
sequential

LAM, IFN, no treatment

monotherapy

LAM, TDF, ADV, ETV, best
supportive care
LAM, TDF, ADV, ETV, best
supportive care

monotherapy, combination,
sequential
monotherapy, combination,
sequential

lifetime

LAM, no treatment

monotherapy

Markov model

20 years

ETV, TDF, no treatment

monotherapy

CUA

Markov model

lifetime

LAM, ADV, ETV, LdT, TDF, no
treatment

monotherapy, sequential

Roche

CEA/CUA

Markov model

lifetime

TDF, ETV, PEG-IFN

UK

HTA

CUA

Markov model

lifetime

IFN, PEG-IFN, LAM, ADV, best
supportive care

monotherapy, combination,
sequential
monotherapy, combination,
sequential

Kanwal, 2005

USA

none disclosed, but
linked to pharma

CEA

Markov model

lifetime

IFN, LAM, ADV, no treatment

monotherapy, sequential

Kanwal, 2006

USA

NIH grant

CEA

Markov model

lifetime

LAM, ADV, ATV, no treatment

monotherapy, sequential

Lui, 2010

USA, Germany,
Korea

Novartis
Pharmaceuticals

CEA

Decision tree

2 years

LAM, TDF, ETV, LdT

monotherapy, combination,
sequential
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First author, Year

Country

Sponsorship

Study type

Model type

Time
horizon

Included interventions

Monotherapy or combination
therapy?

Orlewska, 2002

Poland

independent

CEA

Decision tree

1 year

IFN, LAM, no treatment

monotherapy

Orlewska, 2008

Poland

Bristol-Myers Squibb

CEA/CUA

Decision tree

10 years

ETV, LAM, ADV

monotherapy, sequential

Park, 2013

Korea

Bristol-Myers Squibb

CBA

Markov model

30 years

ETV, LAM, LdT, no treatment

monotherapy, sequential

Spackman, 2008

USA

Bristol-Myers Squibb

CUA

Markov model

lifetime

LAM, ADV, ETV, LdT, PEG-IFN,
no treatment

monotherapy, sequential

Toy, 2012

Turkey

EASL

CUA

Markov model

21 years

LAM, ETV, TDF, ADV, PEG-IFN

monotherapy, combination,
sequential

Tsai, 2012

USA

Bristol-Myers Squibb

CEA/CUA

Markov model

3 years

ETV, ADV

monotherapy

Veenstra, 2007a

USA

Bristol-Myers Squibb

CUA

Markov model

lifetime

ETV, LAM, ADV

monotherapy, combination

Veenstra, 2007b

USA

Roche

CEA/CUA

Markov model

lifetime

LAM, PEG-IFN

monotherapy

Veenstra, 2008

USA

Bristol-Myers Squibb

CUA

Markov model

lifetime

LAM, ADV, ETV

monotherapy

Yuan, 2008

USA

Bristol-Myers Squibb

CEA/CUA

Decision tree

10 years

ETV, LAM, ADV

monotherapy, sequential
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Table 4. Detailed overview of all included studies.
First Author, Year
Sponsorship

Arnold, 2008
Bristol-Myers Squibb Australia Pty Ltd

Brooks, 2001
GalaxoSmithKline

Buti, 2006
Gilead Sciences

Country

Australia

USA

Spain

Perspective

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CEA/CUA

CEA

CEA

Comparators

HBeAg positive patients:
(1) ETV; if resistance, ADV (12 mos) then LAM (12
mos)
(2) LAM; if resistance, ETV (12 mos) then ADV (12
mos)
HBeAg negative patients:
(1) ETV; if resistance, ADV then LAM
(2) LAM; if resistance, ETV then ADV

(1) LAM
(2) IFN
(3) no treatment

(1) LAM
(2) ADV

Time horizon

Treatment-naïve, HBeAg positive and HBeAg
negative CHB patients
20 years

Type of model

Decision tree

Target population

HBeAg positive patients:
ETV vs LAM: $5046/LYG; $5952/QALY
Results

HBeAg negative patients:
ETV vs LAM: $7063/LYG; $8003/QALY
HBeAg positive & negative patients:
ETV vs LAM: $5853/LYG; $6772/QALY

1 year

HBeAg negative patients with compensated
hepatitis
4 years

Decision tree

Decision tree

- LAM cost per additional HBeAg seroconversion was
$12,703 compared to no treatment
- IFN cost per additional HBeAg seroconversion was
$39,922 compared to no treatment
- fewer patients progressed to cirrhosis on LAM than
IFN

ICER (cost per incremental virological response of
ADV vs. LAM at 4 yrs) = € 27872.24

CHB patients, unspecified
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First Author, Year
Sponsorship

Buti, 2009
Gilead Sciences

Colombo, 2011
Gilead Sciences

Crowley, 2002
GlaxoSmithKline

Country

Spain

Italy

Australia

Perspective

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CEA/CUA

CEA/CUA

Comparators

6 first line-treatments:
(1) no treatment
(2) LAM
(3) ADV
(4) ETV
(5) LdT
(6) TDF
- second-line or rescue therapy was considered for
non-responders and for patients with HBV drug
resistance (details not specified)

CUA
Treatment naïve patients:
(1) no treatment
(2) TDF
(3) LAM
(4) ADV
(5) ETV
(6) LdT
(7) PEG-IFN.
After each year, responders remain on current drug.
Non-responders & resistant patients:
(8) TDF ---> TDF+ETV
(9) LAM ---> LAM+TDF
(10) ADV ---> ADV+ETV
(11) ETV ---> TDF
(12) LdT ---> LdT+TDF
(13) PEG-IFN ---> ETV or TDF

Target population

HBeAg positiv and HBeAg negative CHB patients

HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative CHB patients

Time horizon

Lifetime

10 years

Type of model

Markov

Markov

HBeAg positive patients:
TDF dominated all alternatives except LAM
(ICER=€654/LY saved, ICER of €632/QALY gained)
Results

HBeAg negative patients:
TDF dominated all alternatives except LAM
(ICER=€5621/LY saved, ICER=€5212/QALY gained);
and ADV (ICER=€1028/LY saved, ICER=€954/QALY
gained)

TDF vs. no treatment: ICER= €31291/QALY gained
PEG-IFN followed by TDF/ETV, LAM+TDF, ETV were
also all favorable under a threshold of €50000/QALY
compared to no treatment

Scenario A:
(1) No treatment
(2) IFN (10MU 3x/wk for 4 months)
(3) LAM (100 mg PO q.d. for 52 weeks)
Scenario B:
(1) No treatment
(2) IFN (10MU 3x/wk for 4 months)
Scenario C:
No treatment

HBeAg positive CHB patients and elevated ALT
(ALT≥2XULN), non-cirrhotic and IFN-naïve
1 year & lifetime (70 years)
Markov
1-year Model:
A vs B: ICER=$3341/HBeAg seroconversion;
$5272/cirrhosis case avoided
B vs C: ICER=$21,622/HBeAg seroconversion;
$154,442/cirrhosis case avoided
A vs C: ICER=$8089/HBeAg seroconversion;
$16,003/cirrhosis case avoided
Long term model (incremental analysis of scenarios):
A vs B: Strategy A dominant
B vs C: ICER=$2489/LY gained; ICER=$2489/QALY
gained
A vs C: Strategy A dominant
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First Author, Year
Sponsorship

Dakin, 2010
Gilead Sciences

Dakin, 2011
Gilead Sciences

Enriquez, 2007
None

Country

UK

Canada

USA

Perspective

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CUA

CUA

Comparators

211 different treatment strategies included,
combinations of which are based on the following:
(1) BSC
(2) LAM
(3) TDF
(4) ADV
(5) TDF plus LAM
(6) ETV
(7) ADV plus LAM
(8) ETV plus ADV

Time horizon

HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative CHB patients
(treatment naïve and LAM-resistant), detectable
HBV DNA, active liver disease
Lifetime (42 years)

CUA
Strategies for NA-naïve patients:
14 different treatment strategies for NA-naïve
patients and 12 strategies for LAM-resistant patients
included, combinations of which are based on the
following:
(1) BSC
(2) LAM
(3) TDF
(4) ADV
(5) TDF plus LAM
(6) ETV
(7) ADV plus LAM
(8) ETV plus ADV
HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative CHB patients
(treatment naïve and LAM-resistant), with or
without cirrhosis
33 years

Type of model

Markov

Markov

Markov

Target population

(1) LAM (100mg/day)
(2) no treatment

HBeAg positive CHB patients, normal ALT, viral load
greater than 1,000,000 copies/mL of HBV DNA,
without cirrhosis or hepatocellular carcinoma
Lifetime
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First Author, Year

Results

Dakin, 2010
Strategies that would lie on the cost-effectiveness
frontier if BSC and LAM-BSC are considered to be
relevant comparators:
LAM then BSC: £9636/QALY (cost/QALY vs. next
most effective strategy)
LAM then TDF: £14,064/QALY
TDF then LAM: £19,084/QALY
TDF then TDF+LAM: £24,992/QALY
TDF then TDF+LAM then ETV: £38,474/QALY
Strategies involving first-line use of TDF produced
the highest net benefits at all ceiling ratios over
£19,084/QALY gained. Except where LAM was used
first line, the choice of a second- or third-line agent
has minimal impact on costs or benefits.
All other strategies are dominated by treatment
pathways on the cost-effectiveness frontier

Dakin, 2011
Treatment-naïve patients:
- At a $50,000/QALY WTP, TDF then LAM is the most
cost-effective strategy for this patient group,
generating the highest total net benefits at
$50000/QALY ceiling ratio (NB= $219 587, ICER
(cirrhotic)= $43 758/QALY, ICER (non-cirrhotic)=
$48015)
-All 4 strategies involving first-line TDF were more
effective than first-line use of any other NA.

Enriquez, 2007

TDF ($104,034 11.86 QALYs) dominates:
- LAM ($111,300 11.11 QALYs)
- LdT ($136,366 11.57 QALYs)
- ETV ($123,575 11.57 QALYs)

LAM-resistant patients:
- At a $50,000/QALY WTP, TDF then TDF+LAM is the
most cost-effective strategy, yielding the highest
total net benefits at $50 000/QALY ceiling ratio (NB=
$346 373, ICER= $49 794)
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First Author, Year
Sponsorship

Halstaert, 2013
HTA

He, 2012
None

Ianazzo, 2013
Roche Spa

Country

Belgium

Canada

Italy

Perspective

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CUA

CUA

CEA/CUA
8 treatment strategies:
(1) TDF in CHB (monotherapy)
(2) TDF in CC (delayed until CC)
(3) PEG-IFN + TDF in CHB (48-wk PEG-IFN therapy;
stopping rule at 12 wks for non-responders)
(4) PEG-IFN + TDF in CC (TDF delayed until CC)
(5) ETV in CHB (monotherapy)
(6) ETV in CC (delayed until CC)
(7) PEG-IFN + ETV in CHB (same as #3, but with ETV
as second-line tx)
(8) PEG-IFN + ETV in CC (ETV delayed until CC)

Comparators

(1) No treatment
(2) ETV
(3) TDF

(1) LAM
(2) LdT
(3) TDF
(4) ETV
Rescue combination therapies:
(5) LAM or LdT resistance ---> ADV or TDF
(6) TDF resistance ---> LAM
(7) ETV resistance ---> ADV

Treatment-naïve and treatment-experienced, HBeAg
positive and HBeAg negative
20 years
(10 years, 30 years, and lifetime horizon also
modeled)

Treatment naïve, HBeAg positive CHB patients
without other coinfections or complications

Treatment-naïve, HBeAg negative CHB patients

Lifetime

Lifetime

Type of model

Markov

Markov

Results

TDF vs. ETV (in CHBe+ NC 40 years): €110,000/QALY
TDF vs. ETV (in CHBe- NC 40 years): €131,000/QALY
TDF vs. ETV (in CHBe+/- CC 50 years): €29,000/QALY

TDF ($104,034 11.86 QALYs) dominates:
- LAM ($111,300 11.11 QALYs)
- LdT ($136,366 11.57 QALYs)
- ETV ($123,575 11.57 QALYs)

Markov
PEG-IFN first line:
PEG-IFN plus TDF in CHB vs. TDF in CHB: Dominant
PEG-IFN plus TDF in CC vs. TDF in CC:
€1,152.43/QALY
PEG-IFN plus ETV in CHB vs. ETV in CHB: Dominant
PEG-IFN plus ETV in CC vs. ETV in CC: Dominant
Early vs. delayed tx with NAs:
TDF in CHB vs. TDF in CC: €11,796.75/QALY
PEG-IFN plus TDF in CHB vs. PEG-IFN plus TDF in CC:
€12,117.99
ETV in CHB vs. ETV in CC: €20,222.23/QALY
PEG-IFN plus ETV in CHB vs. PEG-IFN plus ETV in CC:
€20,778.43

Target population
Time horizon
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First Author, Year
Sponsorship

Jones, 2009
HTA

Kanwal, 2005
None disclosed, pharma link

Kanwal, 2006
Independent grant

Country

UK

USA

USA

Perspective

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CUA
(1) Best supportive care (BSC)
(2) IFN vs. BSC
(3) IFN then LAM vs. IFN
(4) IFN then ADV vs. IFN
(5) IFN then LAM then ADV salvage vs. IFN then LAM
(6) PEG-IFN
(7) PEG-IFN then LAM vs. IFN then LAM
(8) PEG-IFN then ADV vs. IFN then ADV
(9) PEG-IFN then LAM then ADV salvage vs. IFN then
LAM then ADV salvage

CEA

CUA

(1) No treatment
(2) IFN
(3) LAM
(4) ADV
(5) LAM then ADV (ADV salvage)

(1) No treatment
(2) LAM monotherapy
(3) ADV monotherapy
(4) LAM then ADV (ADV salvage)
(5) ETV monotherapy
(6) LAM then ETV (ETV salvage)

Comparators

Target population

HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative CHB patients,
non-cirrhotic

Time horizon

Lifetime

Treatment naïve, HBeAg positive and HBeAg
negative CHB patients, elevated ALT levels, noncirrhotic
Lifetime

Type of model

Markov

Markov

IFN then LAM vs. BSC: £8552/QALY
PEG-IFN then LAM vs. IFN then LAM: £12,801/QALY
PEG-IFN then LAM then ADV salvage vs. PEG-IFN
then LAM: £26,379/QALY
Results

Therefore, the optimal treatment sequence is IFN or
PEG-IFN followed by LAM, reserving ADV as salvage
strategy for patients who develop LAM resistence.
All other treatment strategies can be excluded
based on extended dominance.

All CHB patients:
IFN monotherapy (vs no tx): ICER = $6,337/QALY
LAM then ADV (vs. IFN): ICER = $8,446/QALY
LAM monotherapy: Dominated
ADV monotherapy: Dominated
HBeAg positive patients:
ADV salvage strategy was dominant
HBeAg negative patients:
IFN monotherapy (vs. no tx): ICER = $2,280/QALY.
LAM then ADV (vs. IFN): ICER = $16,593/QALY.
ADV monotherapy (vs. ADV salvage): ICER =
90,983/QALY.
LAM monotherapy: Dominated

Treatment naïve CHB patients (HBeAg status not
specified), with cirrhosis and active viral replication
Lifetime
Markov

LAM monotherapy: Dominated (Extended
dominance)
LAM then ADV (ADV salvage): Dominated
LAM then ETV (ETV salvage): Dominated
ADV monotherapy (vs. no treatment): ICER =
$19,731/QALY
ETV monotherapy (vs. ADV): ICER = $25,626/QALY
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First Author, Year
Sponsorship

Lui, 2010
Novartis

Orlewska, 2002
None

Orlewska, 2008
Bristol-Myers Squibb

Country

USA, Germany, Korea

Poland

Poland

Perspective

Not specified

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CEA
(1) LAM + TDF add-on therapy after 1 year if viral
resistance has developed
(2) TDF (monotherapy)
(3) ETV (monotherapy)
(4) LAM roadmap model: LAM switch to TDF at 24
weeks if HBV DNA is detectable otherwise remain on
LAM; for those remaining on LAM, if viral resistance
has occurred at 1 year add-on TDF
(5) LdT roadmap model: LdT switch to TDF at 24
weeks if HBV DNA is detectable otherwise remain on
LdT; for those remaining on LdT, if viral resistance
has occurred at 1 year add-on TDF

CEA

CEA/CUA

4 strategies:
(1) all patients eligible for LAM are treated with
LAM, ineligible patients receive IFN or no treatment
(2) all patients are treated with IFN if eligible, if
ineligible patients are treated with LAM or no
treatment
(3) IFN is the only treatment given and only to those
patients who are eligible
(4) No treatment

(1) ETV vs. LAM with ADV salvage therapy in cases of
LAM-resistance
(2) ETV vs. ADV in LAM-refractory patients

Comparators

Target population

HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative CHB patients

Time horizon

2 years

IFN-naïve, HBeAg positive CHB patients, moderately
elevated ALT, non-cirrhotic
1 year

Type of model

Decision tree

Decision tree

HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative CHB patients
10 years
Decision tree
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First Author, Year

Results

Lui, 2010
HBeAg positive patients:
- USA & Germany LAM roadmap model has the
lowest ICER ($15,300USD and
$29,100USD/undetectable HBV DNA case achieved,
USA and Germany respectively)
- Korea (when cost of TDF is assumed to be equal to
ETV) LAM roadmap and LdT roadmap models have
the lowest ICERs ($37000USD/undetectable HBV
DNA case achieved)
- Korea (when cost of TDF is assumed to be equal to
LdT) LAM roadmap model is the most cost-effective
option ($4000USD/undetectable HBV DNA case
achieved)
- in general, the ICERs for the LdT and LAM roadmap
models to achieve an additional case of
seroconversion at year 2 were very high, even with
the assumption that the cost of TDF was set the
same as that of LdT in Asia
- from Table 4 --> ETV looks like the preferred
strategy for USA, Germany, and Korea
HBeAg negative patients:
- USA & Germany TDF monotherapy had the lowest
ICER ($31,300USD and $54,000USD/undetectable
HBV DNA case achieved, USA and Germany
respectively)
- Korea (when cost of TDF is assumed to be equal to
ETV) LdT has the lowest ICER
($34,000USD/undetectable case achieved)
- Korea (when cost of TDF is assumed to be equal to
LdT) LAM has the lowest ICER ($6000USD/undetectable case achieved)

Orlewska, 2002

Strategies 2 & 3 were dominated by strategy 1
Strategy 1 vs. strategy 4: ICER 57,855 PLN/extra
seroconversion; 79,550 PLN/cirrhosis avoided
Strategy 1 vs. strategy 4 using conversion of
progression of cirrhosis to life years gained: ICER =
2105 PLN/LY gained for a population aged 30 and
3978 PLN/LY gained for a population aged 50

Orlewska, 2008

Nucleoside naïve, HBeAg positive patients:
- ETV costs less (5,089,939 PLN) and had fewer
LYs/QALYs lost than LAM+ADV salvage; therefore,
ETV is the dominant strategy
Nucleoside naïve, HBeAg negative patients:
- ETV costs less (5,072,117 PLN) and had fewer
LYs/QALYs lost than LAM+ADV salvage; therefore,
ETV is the dominant strategy
LAM-refractory patients:
- ETV costs the same but had fewer LYs/QALYs lost
than ADV; therefore, ETV is the dominant strategy
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First Author, Year

Park, 2013

Spackman, 2008

Sponsorship

Bristol-Myers-Squibb

Bristol-Myers Squibb

Country

Korea

USA

Toy, 2012
European Association for the Study of the Liver
(EASL)
Turkey

Perspective

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CBA

CUA

Comparators

(1) ETV vs. no treatment
(2) ETV vs. LAM or LdT
(3) pts on LAM switch to ETV vs. remaining on LAM

Treatment strategies:
(1) No treatment
(2) ADV then ETV
(3) LAM then ADV
(4) LdT then ADV
(5) PEG-IFN then ETV
(6) ETV then ADV

Target population

HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative CHB patients

Time horizon

30 years

HBeAg positive CHB patients, elevated ALT levels,
non-cirrhotic
Lifetime

CUA
(1) no treatment
(2) LAM
(3) ETV
(4) TDF
(5) LAM resistance --->LAM+ADV
(6) LAM resistance --->TDF
(7) PEG-IFN (180mcg/mL/week for 48 weeks) no
responders or relapse --->TDF
(8) Roadmap concept pts with HBV DNA levels
<10e7 copies/mL start LAM for 24 weeks, if nonresponder then TDF, if responder switch to TDF only
after resistance or virologic breakthrough
HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative CHB patients,
with and without cirrhosis
21 years

Type of model

Markov

Markov

Results

ETV vs. no treatment daily cost savings $3.10 (95%
CI $2.10-$3.76)
ETV vs. LAM daily cost savings $2.89 (95% CI $2.10$3.73)
ETV vs. TBV daily cost savings $1.72 (95% CI $-1.84$2.30)
Suboptimal responders
LAM--->ETV vs. LAM daily cost savings $1.38 (95% CI
$0.64-%1.71)

ADV then ETV: Dominated by LAM
LAM then ADV: Extended dominance by ETV
LdT then ADV: Dominated by ETV
PEG-IFN then ETV: Dominated by ETV
ETV then ADV (vs. no tx): ICER = $27,184/QALY

Markov
HBeAg positive patients (non-cirrhotic):
Lowest ICER was TDF vs. no treatment: 638 TL
(€318)/QALY
HBeAg negative patients (non-cirrhotic):
Lowest ICER was TDF vs. no treatment: 15573 TL
(€7747)/QALY
HBeAg positive patients (cirrhotic):
Lowest ICER was TDF vs. no treatment: 5328 TL
(€2650)/QALY
HBeAg negative patients (cirrhotic):
Lowest ICER was TDF vs. no treatment: 6609 TL
(€3288)/QALY
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First Author, Year
Sponsorship

Tsai, 2012
Bristol-Myers Squibb

Veenstra, 2007a (ref ID 833)
Bristol-Myers Squibb

Veenstra 2007b (ref ID 861)
Roche

Country

USA

USA

USA

Perspective

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CEA/CUA

CUA

Comparators

(1) ETV
(2) ADV

(1) ETV
(2) LAM + ADV salvage

Lifetime

CEA/CUA
(1) LAM monotherapy up to a max. of 4 years or
until HBeAg seroconversion
(2) PEG-IFN monotherapy for 48 weeks
HBeAg positive CHB patients, HBsAg-positive for at
least 6 months, detectable HBV DNA >500,000
copies/mL
Lifetime

Markov

Markov

ETV vs. LAM+ADV salvage: ICER = $7600USD/QALY
gained

PEG-IFN vs. LAM: ICER = £10,400/QALY; ICER =
£7977/LY gained

Target population
Time horizon

Treatment-naïve or LAM-refractory, HBeAg positive
and HBeAg negative CHB patients, decompensated
cirrhosis, no liver transplant history
3 years

Type of model

Markov
Cost/LY gained: ETV dominant vs. ADV
Cost/HCC-free LY: ETV dominant vs. ADV

Results

Net benefit (LYs): $3656 (assuming $50,000 WTP
threshold)
Net benefit (HCC-free LYs): $5280 (assuming
$50,000 WTP threshold)

HBeAg positive CHB patients, non-cirrhotic, HBV
DNA positive, elevated liver enzymes
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First Author, Year
Sponsorship

Veenstra 2008
Bristol-Myers Squibb

Yuan, 2008
Bristol-Myers Squibb

Country

USA

USA

Perspective

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Healthcare systems payer or third party payer

Study type

CEA/CUA

Time horizon

CUA
(1) LAM
(2) ADV
(3) ETV
*variety of treatment durations 5 years, 10 years,
lifetime, 5 years on then 1 year off and re-initiation
of therapy for those who relapse*
HBeAg negative CHB patients, elevated liver
enzymes, non-cirrhotic
Lifetime

Type of model

Markov

Decision tree

Results

- LAM (5 yrs of treatment) dominates ADV (5yrs of
treatment)
- ETV (5yrs) cost-effective against LAM (5yrs)
ICER=$16,272 USD
- ETV (5yrs on, 1yrs off) cost-effective against ETV
(5yrs) ICER=$24,080USD
- ETV (lifetime) not cost-effective against ETV (5yrs
off, 1yr on) ICER=$148,199USD

Comparators

Target population

(1) ETV monotherapy for 52 weeks
(2) LAM monotherapy for 52 weeks, then ADV
salvage if resistance

Treatment-naïve, HBeAg positive CHB patients
10 years

- ETV vs. LAM: ICER = $3,230/QALY (assuming a
treatment duration of 1 year)
- Assuming that LAM-resistant patients would use
ADV salvage, compared to 3, 5, and 10 years of ETV
would yield ICERs of $9,966/QALY, $11,685/QALY,
and $12,233/QALY, respectively
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Appendix B – De novo Economic Evaluation
Research Question
RQ2

Based on a de novo economic model, what is the cost-effectiveness of pharmacotherapies in the
treatment of Hepatitis B?

Study Objectives
Based on the research question the objectives of the study were to address the following specific
question:


What is the cost effectiveness of various treatment strategies for hepatitis B compared to best
supportive care? The strategies included initiation of therapy with either tenofovir disoproxil
(TDF), entecavir (ETV) or lamivudine (LAM) followed by a switch to an alternative second line
therapy (TDF, ETV, LAM or best supportive care (BSC)) in those who experience treatment
failure, followed by a switch to BSC in those who experience treatment failure in comparison
with BSC alone. The two approaches used to define treatment failure were resistance to the
therapy and either resistance or non-response to therapy.

Economic Evaluation
Model Structure
The long term costs and quality adjusted life years (QALYs) of pharmacotherapies for hepatitis B were
assessed using a Markov model. These estimates are then used to estimate the relative cost
effectiveness of alternative reimbursement strategies for the coverage of different pharmacotherapies.
The modeling of disease progression in Hepatitis B, follows previous models focusing on the rates of
seroconversion and the probability of disease becoming inactive or patients becoming immune
tolerant.20 These events affect the rate of progression to cirrhotic states and ultimately to hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) and liver transplant.
The de novo model is comprised of multiple states relating to non-cirrhotic and cirrhotic hepatitis B
states (varying by serological status and viral load levels) and states relating to further complications and
death. This facilitates analysis by various patient profiles relating to viral load and serological status
(Figure 2).
The cycle length of the model is one year with a lifetime horizon (maximum of 40 years). The model is
adaptable, allowing for the estimation of the costs and QALYs associated with treatments in a cohort of
patients at any age from 38 to 100 years and by patient profiles including the presence or absence of e
antigen and the presence of absence of chronic cirrhosis.
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Figure 2. Model schematic

States with solid black circles represent the four potential starting states. Dead is an absorbing state.
Data Inputs
Progression of Disease
The progression of Hepatitis B follows previous studies. 20,26 Analysis was based on a cohort of adult
patients (38 years of age), with CHB infection and evidence of active viral replication. This is consistent
with both the licensed indications for newer nucleosides and previous analyses as well as the
populations covered by the companion NMA.20,26 Initially patients are assumed to enter the model in
one of four states defined by the presence or absence of e antigen with and without cirrhosis. Stratified
analysis is conducted by these states. Patients can move to other non-cirrhotic states through a change
in their serological status or viral load. They can also transition into cirrhotic states (compensated
cirrhosis) or develop HCC or die. From compensated cirrhosis states they can transition into
decompensated cirrhosis, HCC or death. From decompensated cirrhosis they can transition into HCC,
liver transplant or death. From HCC they can transition into liver transplant or death. From liver
transplant (and post liver transplant) they must enter into post liver transplant or death. Transitions
were estimated from the literature as per previous Canadian based economic evaluations. 20 (Table 9)
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Mortality
Patients with Hepatitis B are at an increased risk of mortality relative to the general population. Within
the model patients experience the background mortality associated with the age and sex distribution of
hepatitis B infections in addition to an increased risk of mortality associated with non-seroconverted
serologic states, cirrhosis, HCC and both liver transplantation and post liver transplantation. 20,160 The
mortality risk of patients who underwent seroconversion was assumed to be equivalent to that of the
background mortality rate in absence of information to contradict this assumption. (Table 9)
Utilities
The literature was reviewed for utility values associated with the Hepatitis B health states. The utility
values for the model for all health states except liver transplant were sourced from a Canadian study
which used the Health Utilities Index Mark 3 to measure health-related quality of life in over 400
patients with CHB across different CHB health states. 161 (Table 10) The utility value for liver
transplantation was obtained from another recent study. 16 Patients who experienced seroconversion
were assumed to have health utility scores similar to those of the general Canadian adult population.
Resource Use and Costs
The health care costs associated with Hepatitis B management were obtained by health state from the
literature.162 (Table 12) In the base case the price for the lowest cost interchangeable product based on
the Ontario Drug Benefit Formulary was incorporated within the analysis. (Table 11) Costs were
estimated based on the recommended doses within the product monograph. Based on the product
monograph ETV is dosed at 0.5 mg daily in naïve patients, but at 1.0 mg daily in patients who are
resistant to other hepatitis B drugs. ETV costs were adjusted in line with this recommendation. A
standard mark-up of 8% and four dispensing fees per annum of $8.83 were included in the annual
cost.163 Sensitivity analyses were conducted incorporating the branded price for LAM and ETV. All costs
were inflated to 2014 dollars using the Bank of Canada Inflation calculator. 164
Treatment Effectiveness
Data with respect to the effectiveness of treatment was obtained from the concurrent network metaanalysis which provided estimate of the impact of treatment on viral load and serological status. (NMA
ref) (Table 9) These result in an indirect effect on disease progression with respect to the development
of cirrhosis, HCC and death. Data on the probability of regaining viral load after virologic response and
developing resistance was not captured within the companion NMA. Data regaining viral load and for all
therapies and on developing resistance for ETV and LAM were obtained from a recent Canadian study. 20
We assumed a zero probability of developing resistance to TDF.161
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Cost Effectiveness
Life time costs and effects as measured by quality adjusted life years gained associated with various
Hepatitis B treatment sequences were estimated via the model in comparison with BSC. Treatment
strategies included the initiation of therapy with either TDF, ETV or LAM followed by a switch to an
alternative second line therapy, either TDF, ETV, LAM or BSC, upon treatment failure and then, where
appropriate, followed by a switch to BSC upon treatment failure of the second line therapy. For each
sequence of therapy there were up to two potential strategies based on the definition of treatment
failure. In the first case, failure was defined as treatment resistance. In the base case, there was no
resistance to TDF, although this was varied within sensitivity analyses.
Alternatively failure was defined as either resistance to treatment or non-response to treatment.
Resistance was defined as detailed above. Non-response was defined as those patients whose
virological status or disease status worsened while on the drug. Patients who were resistant to their
current therapy were moved to an alternative second-line therapy which included best supportive care
as an alternative; however for patients who were non-responsive to their current therapy, they were
only moved to an alternative active hepatitis B therapy.
The analysis was repeated for four patient profiles specific to patients with and without e antigen in the
presence and absence of cirrhosis. Costs and QALYs were discounted at a standard rate of 5% per
annum. The cost effectiveness of each of the treatments was estimated as the cost per quality adjusted
life year gained relative to the comparator treatment strategy.
Treatment Comparators
The base case sought to compare the following treatment strategies:
1. LAM followed by BSC in those resistant to LAM
2. TDF followed by BSC in those resistant to TDF (note: in the base analysis no patients develop
resistance with TDF)
3. ETV followed by BSC in those resistant to ETV
4. ETV followed by TDF in those resistant to ETV and followed by BSC in those resistant to TDF
5. TDF followed by ETV in those resistant to TDF and followed by BSC in those resistant to ETV
(note: this is not included in the base analysis as it is equivalent to the strategy 2 due to no
resistance with TDF)
6. LAM followed by ETV in those resistant to LAM and followed by BSC in those resistant to ETV
7. LAM followed by TDF in those resistant to LAM and followed by BSC in those resistant to TDF
8. ETV followed by TDF in those resistant or non-responsive to ETV and followed by BSC in those
resistant to TDF
9. TDF followed by ETV in those resistant or non-responsive to TDF and followed by BSC in those
resistant to ETV
10. LAM followed by ETV in those resistant or non-responsive to LAM and followed by BSC in those
resistant to ETV
11. LAM followed by TDF in those resistant or non-responsive to LAM and followed by BSC in those
resistant to TDF
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Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses
One-way sensitivity analyses were conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of the results of the base case
results to changes in assumptions. The following were tested within sensitivity analyses:









The age of the cohort, including initiating therapy at age 50 and 60 years
Assuming the rate of resistance to TDF was equivalent to ETV. There was no resistance to TDF
within the base case.
Assuming no change in the transition probabilities for best supportive care after year 1.
Incorporation of the brand price for LAM and ETV
Assuming a price for the generic drugs (LAM and ETV) of 25% of the brand price
Incorporation of alternative utility values
Increasing and reducing the health state costs by 50%
Identifying the required price reduction for a strategy of TDF followed by BSC to be optimal.

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analyses
A probabilistic sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to estimate the impact of parameter
uncertainty on cost effectiveness. The parameters included within the probabilistic sensitivity analyses
and their corresponding distributions are detailed in Tables 9-12. The results of the PSA are presented
through cost effectiveness acceptability curves depicting the probability each treatment strategy is the
most cost effective given different threshold values for a QALY.

Findings
Base Case
HBeAg positive CHB
In patients with HBeAg positive CHB at initiation of therapy, at a willingness to pay of less than $50,000
per QALY a treatment strategy beginning with LAM and moving to BSC in patients who develop
resistance is optimal. (Table 5) At a willingness to pay of between $50,000 and $104,000 per QALY a
strategy of initiating therapy with LAM, followed by TDF in those that are resistant to LAM is optimal. If
a payer’s willingness to pay per QALY is between $104,000 and $201,000 per QALY a strategy of
initiating therapy with LAM followed by TDF in patients who are either resistant or non-responsive to
LAM and followed by best supportive care in those that are resistant to TDF is optimal. Lastly, at a
willingness to pay value of greater than $201,000 a strategy of initiating therapy with TDF and switching
to best supportive care in those who are resistant to TDF is optimal. All other treatment strategies are
either dominated or subject to extended dominance.
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Table 5. Cost Effectiveness of Treatment Strategies in HBeAg-positive CHB
QALYs

Cost

Incremental cost per
QALY gained vs. BSC

Sequential incremental cost
per QALY gained

Non-dominated treatment options
BSC
9.948
$16,401.59
LAM_BSC

10.258

$19,882.20

$11,207.33

$11,207.33

LAM_TDF
(resistance only)

10.652

$39,706.70

$33,100.71

$50,379.78

LAM_TDF_BSC
(non response)

10.728

$47,683.62

$40,067.01

$104,033.91

TDF_BSC

10.780

$58,135.81

$50,119.34

$201,180.92

Dominated treatment options
ETV_TDF_BSC
10.768
(non response)

$56,717.05

$49,122.24

Subject to extended dominance

ETV_BSC

10.683

$54,353.84

$51,641.40

Dominated

ETV_TDF
(resistance only)

10.696

$55,102.61

$51,734.21

Dominated

LAM_ETV_BSC
(resistance only)

10.510

$46,041.97

$52,734.11

Dominated

TDF_ETV_BSC
(non response)

10.672

$63,166.90

$64,603.22

Dominated

LAM_ETV_BSC
(non response)

10.510

$57,867.67

$73,768.70

Dominated

HBeAg negative CHB
In patients with HBeAg negative CHB at initiation of therapy, at a willingness to pay of less than
$132,000 per QALY no nucleoside treatment is optimal. (Table 6) If the threshold value of a QALY is
greater than $132,000 per QALY, initiation of therapy with ETV with a switch in therapy to TDF in those
who are either resistant or non-responsive to ETV and followed by a switch to best supportive care in
those that are resistant to TDF is optimal. All other treatment strategies are either dominated or subject
to extended dominance.
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Table 6. Cost Effectiveness of Treatment Strategies in HBeAg-negative CHB
QALYs

Cost

Incremental cost per
QALY gained vs. BSC

Sequential incremental cost per
QALY gained

Non-dominated treatment options
BSC
10.108 $16,252.83
ETV_TDF_BSC
(non response)

10.649

$87,437.35

$131,603.81

$131,603.81

Dominated treatment options
ETV_BSC
10.593

$80,830.34

$133,217.69 Subject to extended dominance

ETV_TDF
(resistance only)

10.608

$83,121.63

$133,820.53 Subject to extended dominance

LAM_TDF_BSC
(non response)

10.574

$80,698.63

$138,373.87 Subject to extended dominance

TDF_BSC

10.647

$92,237.66

$140,931.06 Dominated

LAM_TDF
(resistance only)

10.473

$70,697.99

$149,138.54 Subject to extended dominance

TDF_ETV_BSC
(non response)

10.531

$93,804.66

$183,358.31 Dominated

LAM_BSC

10.130

$21,210.67

$219,838.42 Subject to extended dominance

LAM_ETV_BSC
(non response)

10.317

$82,108.28

$315,041.68 Dominated

LAM_ETV_BSC
(resistance only)

10.274

$72,107.04

$336,736.20 Dominated

HBeAg positive CHB with Compensated Cirrhosis
In patients with HBeAg positive CHB with compensated cirrhosis at initiation of therapy, at a willingness
to pay of between $20,000 and $37,000 per QALY a strategy of initiating therapy with LAM and
switching to TDF in patients that develop resistance to LAM is optimal. (Table 7) At a willingness to pay
of between $37,000 and $46,000 per QALY the optimal strategy is to again initiate therapy with LAM
and switch to TDF in both patients who are resistant or non-responsive to LAM, followed by a switch to
best supportive care in patients who are resistant to TDF. Finally, at willingness to pay values greater
than $46,000 per QALY the optimal strategy is to initiate therapy with TDF and switch to best supportive
care in patients who are resistant to TDF. All other treatment strategies are either dominated or
subjected to extended dominance.
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Table 7. Cost Effectiveness of Treatment Strategies in HBeAg-positive CHB with Compensated Cirrhosis
QALYs

Cost

Incremental cost per
QALY gained vs. BSC

Sequential incremental cost per
QALY gained

Non-dominated treatment options
BSC
6.248 $27,973.78
LAM_BSC

7.359

$28,880.51

$815.83

$815.83

LAM_TDF
(resistance only)

8.025

$42,504.02

$8,175.60

$20,460.26

LAM_TDF_BSC
(non response)

8.207

$49,187.53

$10,828.89

$36,777.68

TDF_BSC

8.448

$60,316.00

$14,697.02

$46,061.51

Dominated treatment options
LAM_ETV_BSC
7.805
(resistance only)

$47,235.15

$12,370.84

Dominated

ETV_TDF_BSC
(non response)

8.271

$59,078.32

$15,370.21

Subject to extended dominance

ETV_BSC

8.069

$57,104.82

$15,991.61

Dominated

ETV_TDF_BSC
(resistance only)

8.090

$57,619.81

$16,092.13

Dominated

TDF_ETV_BSC
(non response)

8.323

$64,153.03

$17,430.75

Dominated

LAM_ETV_BSC
(non response)

7.815

$57,358.75

$18,742.00

Dominated

HBeAg negative CHB with Compensated Cirrhosis
In patients with HBeAg negative CHB with compensated cirrhosis at initiation of therapy, no nucleoside
treatment is optimal at a willingness to pay of less than $50,000. At willingness to pay values between
$50,000 and $650,000 per QALY a strategy of initiating therapy with ETV and switching to TDF in
patients who are non-responsive or resistant to ETV and switching to best supportive care in patients
who are resistant to TDF is optimal (Table 8). At willingness to pay values greater than $650,000 per
QALY, initiating therapy with TDF and switching to best supportive care in resistant patients is optimal.
All other treatment strategies are either dominated or subjected to extended dominance.
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Table 8. Cost Effectiveness of Treatment Strategies in HBeAg-negative CHB with Compensated Cirrhosis
QALYs

Cost

Incremental cost per
QALY gained vs. BSC

Sequential incremental cost per
QALY gained

Non-dominated treatment options
BSC
5.331 $33,313.36
ETV_TDF_BSC
(non response)

6.415

$88,013.41

$50,434.34

$50,434.34

TDF_BSC

6.422

$92,303.85

$54,063.57

$654,791.05

Dominated treatment options
ETV_BSC
6.292

$83,278.80

$51,982.56 Subject to extended dominance

ETV_TDF_BSC
(resistance only)

6.312

$84,586.50

$52,231.40 Subject to extended dominance

LAM_TDF_BSC
(non response)

6.142

$78,359.34

$55,538.77 Subject to extended dominance

LAM_BSC

5.405

$37,773.19

$59,558.29 Subject to extended dominance

LAM_TDF_BSC
(resistance only)

5.901

$68,726.64

$62,057.79 Subject to extended dominance

TDF_ETV_BSC
(non response)

6.317

$94,804.70

$62,348.26 Dominated

LAM_ETV_BSC
(non response)

5.743

$82,401.67

$119,113.56 Dominated

LAM_ETV_BSC
(resistance only)

5.612

$71,747.56

$136,647.00 Dominated

Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis
Detailed tables for the results of the deterministic sensitivity analyses can be found within Appendix B2.
For all four patient strata, the results of the cost effectiveness analysis were robust to changes in:






the age of the cohort (50 years and 60 years)
assuming BSC transition probabilities remained constant after year 1
incorporating a brand price for LAM and ETV
alternative utility values
a reduction or increase of the health state costs by 50%.
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Additional sensitivity analyses were conducted based on responses to the original draft of the report.
The results of the cost effectiveness analysis were robust to changes in:


















The time horizon of the model
The age of the cohort (25 years and 70 years)
A risk of HCC after HBsAg seroconversion
Increased health care costs with LAM
Inclusion of a LAM-ETV-TDF strategy
Increased rate of resistance in ETV patients after LAM resistance
Reduced rate of HBsAg clearance
Increased risk of reversion to HBeAg positive disease
Increased probability of progressing to HBeAg negative disease
Reduced annual rate of HbsAg loss
Differential probabilities of progression with HBeAg positive and negative disease
Increased risk of HCC with HBeAg positive disease
Increased risk of HCC with DC
Probability of seroconversion after the first year
Reduced risk of DC on treatment
Reduced risk of resistance
Alternate utility values for HCC

Results were robust to the assumption concerning resistance to TDF for three patient strata (HBeAg
positive patients, HBeAg negative patients, HBeAg positive patients with compensated cirrhosis).
In HBeAg negative patients with compensated cirrhosis, if resistance to TDF was assumed to be
equivalent to that of ETV, the optimal treatment strategy between willingness to pay values of $52,000
to $58,000 per QALY remained ETV followed by TDF followed by best supportive care in patients either
resistant or non-response to treatment; however, at willingness to pay values between $58,000 and
$76,000 the optimal strategy is ETV followed by best supportive care in resistant patients and above
$76,000 TDF followed by best supportive care in resistant patients is optimal.
Results across all patient strata were sensitive to the assumption that generic products were priced at
25% of the brand product. For HBeAg positive patients, under this scenario, LAM followed by best
supportive care in resistant patients was the optimal therapy between willingness to pay values of
$3,000 and $27,000 per QALY, ETV followed by best supportive care in resistant patients was the
optimal therapy between values of $27,000 and $57,000 per QALY and ETV followed by TDF in resistant
patients was the optimal therapy between values of $57,000 and $194,000 per QALY.
For HBeAg negative patients, under this scenario, for willingness to pay values below $46,000, best
supportive care is the optimal therapy; whereas at values between $46,000 and $153,000 initiation
therapy with ETV followed by best supportive care in resistant patients is the optimal strategy.
For HBeAg positive patients with compensated cirrhosis, under this scenario, LAM followed by best
supportive care is the least costly therapy dominating best supportive care alone. Below a willingness to
pay value of $13,000 per QALY LAM followed by best supportive care is the optimal therapy. Between
$13,000 and $14,000 per QALY LAM followed by ETV followed by best supportive care in resistant
patients is the optimal strategy. Between $14,000 and $25,000 per QALY ETV followed by best
supportive care is the optimal strategy. Between $25,000 and $57,000, ETV followed by TDF followed by
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best supportive care in resistant patients is the optimal therapy. Between $57,000 and $75,000 ETV
followed by TDF followed by best supportive care in resistant and non-responsive patients is the optimal
strategy. Finally, at willingness to pay values of $75,000 per QALY or greater, TDF followed by best
supportive care is the optimal strategy.
For HBeAg positive patients with compensated cirrhosis, under this scenario, the optimal strategy at
willingness to pay values of $0 to $20,000 is best supportive care, between values of $20,000 and
$64,000 the optimal strategy is ETV followed by best supportive care in resistant patients and between
$64,000 and $138,000 the optimal treatment strategy is ETV followed by TDF in resistant patients.
At the current price of TDF, a strategy of commencing therapy with TDF followed by BSC was cost
effective for patients who were HBeAg positive CHB with compensated cirrhosis. For patients who were
HBeAg negative CHB with compensated cirrhosis, TDF followed by best supportive care would be the
optimal therapy with a 7% price reduction. For patients with HBeAg positive CHB, a 60% price
reduction would be required and for patients with HBeAg negative CHB a 64% price reduction would be
required.

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis
The results of the Monte Carlo Simulation as they pertain to each of the four immunologic / disease
severities in which therapy may be initiated are presented below.
HBeAg positive CHB
Based on the probabilistic sensitivity analysis, the most cost effective treatment strategy below a
willingness to pay of $15,000 per QALY is no nucleoside, between $15,000 and $67,000 per QALY it is
LAM followed by best supportive care in resistant patients and between $67,000 and $173,000 per QALY
it is LAM followed by TDF in resistant patients.
At a willingness to pay of $50,000 per QALY the results of the probabilistic sensitivity differ somewhat
from those of the deterministic analysis due to the uncertainty surrounding the estimated parameters.
Initiating therapy with LAM with a switch to best supportive care is the most cost effective strategy in
47% of replications; whereas, initiating therapy with LAM with a switch to TDF in patients who are
resistant to LAM is the most cost effective strategy in 26% of replications (Figure 3).
At a willingness to pay of $50,000 per QALY, the BSC strategy was optimal in 18.5%, strategies
commencing with LAM were optimal in 78.8%, strategies commencing with ETV were optimal in 1.5%,
and strategies commencing with TDF were optimal in 1.2%.
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Figure 3. Cost Effectiveness Acceptability Curve for HBeAg-positive CHB

HBeAg negative CHB
With respect to treatment strategies for initiation of therapy in patients with HBeAg negative CHB the
results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis were consistent with those of the deterministic analysis in
finding that no nucleoside treatment strategy is cost effective (Figure 4).
At a willingness to pay of $50,000 per QALY, the BSC strategy was optimal in 85.1%, strategies
commencing with LAM were optimal in 9.9%, strategies commencing with ETV were optimal in 4.7%,
and strategies commencing with TDF were optimal in 0.3%.
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Figure 4. Cost Effectiveness Acceptability Curve for HBeAg negative CHB

HBeAg positive CHB with Compensated Cirrhosis
If treatment is initiated in patients with HBeAg positive CHB with compensated cirrhosis at willingness to
pay values of less than $1,000 per QALY no nucleoside is the optimal strategy, at values between $1,000
and $23,000, LAM followed by best supportive care in resistant patients is the optimal therapy and at
values between $25,000 and $56,000 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF in resistant patients is the optimal
therapy (Figure 5).
At a willingness to pay of $50,000 per QALY, the BSC strategy was optimal in 0%, strategies commencing
with LAM were optimal in 41.6%, strategies commencing with ETV were optimal in 15.6%, and strategies
commencing with TDF were optimal in 42.2%.
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Figure 5. Cost Effectiveness Acceptability Curve for HBeAg-positive CHB with compensated cirrhosis

HBeAg negative CHB with Compensated Cirrhosis
In patients initiating therapy with HBeAg negative CHB and compensated cirrhosis, the results of the
probabilistic sensitivity analysis were similar to those of the deterministic analysis. At willingness to pay
per QALY of less than $53,000 no nucleoside therapy was optimal; however, at values greater than
$53,000 a strategy of initiating therapy with ETV followed by TDF in the case of treatment failure with
ETV and followed by best supportive care in the case of treatment failure with TDF, with treatment
failure defined as either resistance or non-response was optimal. The probability that the ETV, TDF, best
supportive care treatment strategy is optimal was approximately 55% at all willingness to pay values
between $53,000 and $200,000 per QALY (Figure 6).
At a willingness to pay of $50,000 per QALY, the BSC strategy was optimal in 40.1%, strategies
commencing with LAM were optimal in 18.1%, strategies commencing with ETV were optimal in 39.0%,
and strategies commencing with TDF were optimal in 2.8%.
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Figure 6. Cost Effectiveness Acceptability Curve for HBeAg negative CHB with compensated cirrhosis

Summary
Overall the cost effectiveness of the considered treatment strategies for CHB differed depending on the
immunologic / disease state of the patient at initiation of therapy. In patients with HBeAg+ CHB the
optimal strategy at a willingness to pay per QALY of $50,000 was initiation of therapy with LAM followed
by a switch to TDF and followed by a switch to best supportive care in patients who are resistant to
their current therapy. In patients with HBeAg CHB, no nucleoside treatment strategy is cost effective. In
patients with HBeAg+ CHB with compensated cirrhosis, initiation of therapy with TDF followed by best
supportive care in resistant patients is the optimal therapy at a willingness to pay of $50,000 per QALY.
Finally, in patients with HBeAg CHB with compensated cirrhosis beginning treatment with ETV followed
by TDF and followed by best supportive care with changes in therapy being due to either resistance or
non-response is the optimal strategy.
Results are sensitive to the price of ENT. If ENT was available at a generic price of 25% of the branded
price, initiation of therapy with ENT would be optimal for all patient strata.

Conclusions
Assuming a threshold value of a QALY of $50,000, initiating therapy with LAM would be optimal for
patients with HBeAg positive disease without cirrhosis whilst initiating therapy with TDF would be
optimal for patients with HBeAg positive disease with compensated cirrhosis. Neither LAM, TDF nor ETV
is cost effective in patients with HBeAg negative disease regardless of cirrhosis.
If generic ETV were available at 25% of the brand cost and generic substitution were required, it would
be optimal to initiate therapy with ETV for patients with HBeAg positive or negative disease with or
without compensated cirrhosis.
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Appendix B1: Data Estimates
Table 9. Transition Probabilities and Relative Risks
Transition Probabilities Related to Chronic Infection
Deterministic
Value

SE

Distribution

Alpha /
ln(mean)

Beta /
ln(SE)

Source

CHB HBeAg+, probability of:
CC

0.0440

0.0347

Beta

1.4936

32.4529

Wong 2011

HCC

0.0048

0.0013

Beta

13.5416

Dakin 2010

HBsAg SC

0.0175

0.0059

Beta

8.7228

2807.630
0
489.7215

0.0035

0.0071

Beta

0.2358

67.1241

Dakin 2010

0.0011

0.0008

Beta

1.7044

Dakin 2010

0.0175

0.0059

Beta

8.7228

1547.750
0
489.7215

0.0035

0.0071

Beta

0.2358

67.1241

Dakin 2010

0.0085

0.0434

Beta

0.0296

3.4515

Dakin 2010

HBeAg

0.0276

0.0102

Beta

7.0864

249.6680

Dakin 2010

HBeAg+ CC

0.0050

0.0033

Beta

2.2778

453.2810

Dakin 2010

HBeAg CC

0.0050

0.0033

Beta

2.2778

453.2810

Dakin 2010

HBsAg SC

0.0290

0.0249

Beta

1.2883

43.1361

Dakin 2010

HCC

0.0050

0.0043

Beta

1.3176

262.2078

Dakin 2010

Death (excess mortality
with HBeAg+)
CHB HBeAg+, viral
suppressed, probability of:
HCC
HBsAg SC
Death (excess mortality
with HBeAg+ VS)
Probability of transitioning
to the following after HBeAg
seroconversion:
HBeAg+

Death (excess mortality
with HBeAg SC)
Excess mortality after HBsAg
seroconversion
CHB HBeAg , probability of:

Equal to all
cause mortality
Equal to all
cause mortality

Dakin 2010

Dakin 2010

Dakin 2010
Dakin 2010

CC

0.0290

0.0500

Beta

0.2976

9.9660

Wong 2011

HCC

0.0048

0.0013

Beta

13.5416

Dakin 2010

HBsAg SC

0.0175

0.0059

Beta

8.7228

2807.630
0
489.7215

0.0035

0.0071

Beta

0.2358

67.1241

Dakin 2010

0.0011

0.0008

Beta

1.7044

1547.750
0

Dakin 2010

Death (excess mortality
with HBeAg )
CHB HBeAg , viral
suppressed, probability of:
HCC

Dakin 2010
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0.0059

Beta

Alpha /
ln(mean)
8.7228

0.0035

0.0071

Beta

0.2358

67.1241

Dakin 2010

0.0175

0.0059

Beta

8.7228

489.7215

Dakin 2010

DC

0.0500

0.0184

Beta

6.9900

132.8094

Dakin 2010

HCC

0.0240

0.0199

Beta

1.3959

56.7663

Dakin 2010

0.0510

0.0163

Beta

9.2092

171.3627

Dakin 2010

0.0240

0.0199

Beta

1.3959

56.7663

Dakin 2010

0.0155

0.1020

Beta

0.0079

3.7911

Dakin 2010

Death (mortality with
DCC)
Hepatocellular carcinoma,
probability of:
LT

0.3000

0.1031

Beta

5.6313

13.1397

Dakin 2010

0.0155

0.0079

Beta

3.7911

240.7944

Dakin 2010

Death (excess mortality
with HCC)
Liver transplant, probability
of:
Death (mortality with
liver transplantation)
Death (mortality years
subsequent to liver
transplantation)
Relative Risks

0.5600

0.1429

Beta

6.2012

4.8724

Dakin 2010

0.2100

0.0918

Beta

3.9208

14.7496

Dakin 2010

0.0570

0.0230

Beta

5.7553

95.2150

Dakin 2010

Relative risk of chronic
cirrhosis if viral suppressed
versus not viral suppressed
Relative risk of
seroconversion in
subsequent years versus
year 1
Relative risk of viral
suppression in subsequent
years versus year 1
Relative risk of DC in
untreated patients with CC
who are viral suppressed
versus not viral suppressed
Relative risk of death in
untreated patients with CC
who are viral suppressed
versus not viral suppressed

0.3080

1.1404

Lognormal

-1.1777

0.1314

Dakin 2010

0.9524

1.4548

Lognormal

-0.0488

0.3749

Dakin 2010

0.6299

1.1575

Lognormal

-0.4622

0.1463

Dakin 2010

0.2469

1.9555

Lognormal

-1.3988

0.6706

Dakin 2010

0.1695

1.9239

Lognormal

-1.7749

0.6544

Dakin 2010

HBsAg SC
Death (excess mortality
with HBeAg , viral
suppression)
Chronic cirrhosis,
probability of:
HBsAg SC

Death (excess mortality
with CC)
Decompensated cirrhosis,
probability of:
HCC
LT

Deterministic
Value
0.0175

SE

Distribution

Beta /
ln(SE)
489.7215

Source
Dakin 2010
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Relative risk of DC and HCC
in treated patients who are
viral suppressed versus not
viral suppressed

Deterministic
Value
0.5209

SE
1.1389

Distribution
Lognormal

Alpha /
ln(mean)
-0.6522

Beta /
ln(SE)
0.1301

Source
Dakin 2010

Transition Probabilities Related to Treatment and Best Supportive Care
Deterministic
Value

SE

Distribution

Alpha /
ln(mean)

Beta /
ln(SE)

Source

BSC
In patients who are HBeAg+
probability of:
Virologic response
HBeAg SC
Regaining viral load
In patients who are HBeAg
probability of:
Virologic response
Regaining viral load
Entecavir
In patients who are HBeAg+
probability of:
Virologic response
HBeAg SC
Regaining viral load
In patients who are HBeAg
probability of:
Virologic response
Regaining viral load
Probability of resistance in:
Treatment naïve year 1
Treatment naïve subsequent
years
Treatment experienced year 1
Treatment experienced
subsequent years
Lamivudine
In patients who are HBeAg+
probability of:
Virologic response
HBeAg SC
Regaining viral load
In patients who are HBeAg
probability of:
Virologic response

0.0570

0.0258

0.0700
0.1250

0.0194
0.0732

0.2420

0.1316

0.1250

0.0732

0.6540

0.0755

0.1510
0.1122

0.0260
0.0224

0.8500

0.0768

Beta
Beta
Beta

Beta
Beta

Beta
Beta
Beta

4.5582

75.4103

12.0534
2.4238

160.1379
16.9665

2.3200

7.2667

2.4238

16.9665

25.3010

13.3855

28.4403
22.2170

159.9059
175.7957

17.5310

3.0937

13.0671

161.8602

0.0747

0.0198

Beta
Beta

0.0036
0.0036

0.0022
0.0022

Beta
Beta

2.7429
2.7429

759.1622
759.1622

0.0107
0.0959

0.0065
0.0244

Beta

2.6870
13.8842

248.4383
130.8936

Beta

0.3880

0.0541

0.1810
0.1541

0.0158
0.0308

0.5590

0.1000

Beta
Beta
Beta

Beta

NMA
NMA
Dakin 2010

NMA
Dakin 2010

NMA
NMA
Dakin 2010

NMA
Dakin 2010
Dakin 2010
Dakin 2010
Dakin 2010
Dakin 2010

31.1123

49.0741

107.0770
20.9635

484.5088
115.0746

13.2214

10.4305

NMA
NMA
Dakin 2010

NMA
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Regaining viral load
Probability of resistance in:
Treatment naïve year 1
Treatment naïve subsequent
years
Tenofovir disoproxil
In patients who are HBeAg+
probability of:
Virologic response
HBeAg SC
Regaining viral load
In patients who are HBeAg
probability of:
Virologic response
Regaining viral load
Probability of resistance in:
Treatment naïve year 1
Treatment naïve subsequent
years
Treatment experienced year 1
Treatment experienced
subsequent years

Deterministic
Value
0.2098

SE

0.1921
0.2200

Distribution

0.0330

Beta

0.0073
0.0090

Beta

Alpha /
ln(mean)
31.6601

Beta /
ln(SE)
119.2460

559.8909
465.3261

2354.6896
1649.7925

30.0620

5.0572

8.3428
22.2170

37.4967
175.7957

21.0646

0.3643

13.0671

161.8602

Source
Dakin 2010
Dakin 2010
Dakin 2010

Beta

0.8560

0.0584

0.1820
0.1122

0.0564
0.0224

0.9830

0.0273

0.0747

0.0198

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Beta
Beta
Beta

Beta
Beta

NMA
NMA
Dakin 2010

NMA
Dakin 2010

Beta

Wong 2011

Beta
Beta

Wong 2011
Wong 2011

Beta

Wong 2011

Table 10. Health State Utilities
Disease State

Deterministic Value

SE

Distribution

Alpha

Beta

Source

Immune

0.93

0.0383

Beta

40.4179

3.0422

Wong 2011

CHB

0.87

0.0077

Beta

1679.1390

250.9058

Wong 2011

Compensated cirrhosis

0.81

0.0281

Beta

157.5007

36.9446

Wong 2011

Decompensated cirrhosis

0.49

0.1352

Beta

6.2086

6.4620

Wong 2011

Liver transplant in first year

0.61

0.0612

Beta

38.1000

24.3619

Iannazzo 2013

Transplant care after first year

0.72

0.0587

Beta

41.4438

16.1170

Wong 2011

Hepatocellular carcinoma

0.85

0.0485

Beta

45.2811

7.9908

Wong 2011

Table 11. Drug Costs
Drug / Strength

Cost per Tablet

Dosage

Annual Cost

Brand

LAMIVUDINE 100MG TAB

$3.53

100 mg OD

$1427.48

APO-LAMIVUDINE HBV

TENOFOVIR DISOPROXIL 300MG TAB

$18.77

300 mg OD

$7433.63

VIREAD

ADEFOVIR DIPIVOXIL 10MG TAB

$24.51

10 mg OD

$9698.74

HEPSERA

ENTECAVIR 0.5MG TAB

$16.50

0.5 mg OD

$6539.62

APO-ENTECAVIR

1.0 mg OD

$13043.92

APO-ENTECAVIR
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Drug / Strength
Cost per Tablet
Alternatives within sensitivity analyses

Dosage

Annual Cost

Brand

LAMIVUDINE 100MG TAB

$5.14

100 mg OD

$2060.52

HEPTOVIR

ENTECAVIR 0.5MG TAB

$23.21

0.5 mg OD

$9184.70

BARACLUDE

1.0 mg OD

$18334.08

BARACLUDE

Table 12. Health State Costs
Mean

SE

Distribution

Alpha

Beta

Source

CHB
Diagnostic tests and laboratory tests

$457

22.19

gamma

424.1484

1.0774

Gagnon 2004

Procedures (professional fees only)

$19

1.79

gamma

112.6681

0.1686

Gagnon 2004

$378

35.46

gamma

113.6334

3.3265

Gagnon 2004

Diagnostic tests and laboratory tests

$531

23.72

gamma

501.1407

1.0596

Gagnon 2004

Procedures (professional fees only)

$84

9.95

gamma

71.2710

1.1786

Gagnon 2004

Outpatient visits

$377

26.79

Gamma$

198.0329

1.9037

Gagnon 2004

Inpatient admissions

$878

507.4

Gamma

2.9942

293.2287

Gagnon 2004

Diagnostic tests and laboratory tests

$939

42.09

gamma

497.7065

1.8866

Gagnon 2004

Procedures (professional fees only)

$367

35.71

gamma

105.6215

3.4747

Gagnon 2004

Outpatient visits

$520

64.29

gamma

65.4214

7.9485

Gagnon 2004

$8718

2047.7

gamma

18.1260

480.9676

Gagnon 2004

$23

4.08

gamma

31.7786

0.7238

Gagnon 2004

$661

36.48

gamma

328.3169

2.0133

Gagnon 2004

Diagnostic tests and laboratory tests

$1881

96.43

gamma

380.4988

4.9435

Gagnon 2004

Procedures (professional fees only)

$6414

242.09

gamma

701.9468

9.1374

Gagnon 2004

$788

85.46

gamma

85.0211

9.2683

Gagnon 2004

$55231

2747.19

gamma

404.1927

136.6452

Gagnon 2004

$42

5.87

gamma

51.1944

0.8204

Gagnon 2004

$34709

1429.85

gamma

589.2550

58.9032

Gagnon 2004

Diagnostic tests and laboratory tests

$1196

82.14

gamma

212.0083

5.6413

Gagnon 2004

Procedures (professional fees only)

$216

45.15

gamma

22.8872

9.4376

Gagnon 2004

Outpatient visits

$722

41.58

gamma

301.5126

2.3946

Gagnon 2004

$10410

3093.11

gamma

11.3269

919.0518

Gagnon 2004

$26

3.83

gamma

46.0839

0.5642

Gagnon 2004

$25672

835.97

gamma

943.0572

27.2221

Gagnon 2004

Outpatient visits
Compensated cirrhosis

Decompensated cirrhosis

Inpatient admissions
Home care
Medications
Liver transplant

Outpatient visits
Inpatient admissions
Home care
Medications
Transplant care after first year

Inpatient admissions
Home care
Medications
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Mean

SE

Distribution

Alpha

Beta

Source

Hepatocellular carcinoma
Diagnostic tests and laboratory tests

$886

52.3

gamma

286.9882

3.0872

Gagnon 2004

Procedures (professional fees only)

$985

59.95

gamma

269.9567

3.6487

Gagnon 2004

Outpatient visits

$705

65.82

gamma

114.7262

6.1451

Gagnon 2004

$9319

1680.87

gamma

30.7376

303.1789

Gagnon 2004

Home care

$504

105.87

gamma

22.6629

22.2390

Gagnon 2004

Medications

$951

43.11

gamma

486.6368

1.9542

Gagnon 2004

Inpatient admissions

Appendix B2: Results of Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis
Table 13. Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses: HBeAg+ CHB
Scenario

Finding

Base case:

If ʎ < $11,207 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective

Cohort age: 38 years

If $11,207 < ʎ < $50,380 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy

No resistance to TDF

If $50,380 < ʎ < $104,034 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $104,034 < ʎ < $201,181 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $201,181 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Cohort age: 50 years

If ʎ < $12,773 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $12,773 < ʎ < $54,483 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $54,483 < ʎ < $114,721 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $114,721 < ʎ < $223,809 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $201,181 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective
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Scenario

Finding

Cohort age: 60 years

If ʎ < $15,319 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $15,319 < ʎ < $61,062 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $61,062 < ʎ < $131,378 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $131,378 < ʎ < $258,969 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $258,969 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

TDF resistance equivalent to ETV
resistance

If ʎ < $11,207 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $11,207 < ʎ < $47,562 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $47,562 < ʎ < $110,609 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If ʎ > $110,609 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Transition probabilities for best
supportive care in subsequent years
equal to year one

If ʎ < $13,140 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $13,140 < ʎ < $55,805 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $55,805 < ʎ < $104,034 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $104,034 < ʎ < $201,181 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $201,181 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective
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Scenario

Finding

Brand price for LAM and ETV

If ʎ < $17,379 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $17,379 < ʎ < $50,380 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $50,380 < ʎ < $93,255 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $93,255 < ʎ < $180,199 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most cost
effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $180,199 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Generics priced at 25% of brand product

If ʎ < $2,572 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $2,571 < ʎ < $27,166 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $27,166 < ʎ < $56,919 per QALY, ETV followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $56,919 < ʎ < $194,255 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
treatment strategy
If $194,255 < ʎ < $1,214,347 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $1,214,347 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Alternative utilities (Jing He)

If ʎ < $12,654 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $12,654 < ʎ < $59,279 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $59,279 < ʎ < $124,675 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $124,675 < ʎ < $244,106 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $244,106 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective
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Scenario

Finding

Alternative utilities (Dakin)

If ʎ < $12,126 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $12,126 < ʎ < $54,836 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $54,836 < ʎ < $113,233 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $113,233 < ʎ < $217,817 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $217,817 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Costs of health states reduced by 50%

If ʎ < $12,561 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $12,561 < ʎ < $51,548 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $51,548 < ʎ < $105,011 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $105,011 < ʎ < $202,751 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $202,751 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Costs of health states doubled

If ʎ < $9,853 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $9,853 < ʎ < $49,211 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If $49,211 < ʎ < $103,057 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF followed
by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective treatment
strategy
If $103,057 < ʎ < $199,611 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in non-responsive and resistant patients is most
cost effective treatment strategy
If ʎ > $199,611 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective
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Table 14. Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses: HBeAg- CHB
Scenario

Finding

Base case:

If ʎ < $131,604 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective

Cohort age: 38 years
No resistance to TDF
Cohort age: 50 years

If ʎ > $131,604 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective
If ʎ < $143,736 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If ʎ > $143,736 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective

Cohort age: 60 years

If ʎ < $163,083 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If ʎ > $163,083 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective

TDF resistance equivalent to ETV resistance

If ʎ < $133,218 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $133,218 < ʎ > $184,063 per QALY, ETV followed by BSC is
most cost effective
If $184,063 < ʎ > $269,021 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If ʎ > $269,021 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Transition probabilities for best supportive
care in subsequent years equal to year one

If ʎ < $173,321 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective

Brand price for LAM and ETV

If ʎ < $140,931 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective

If ʎ > $173,321 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective

If $140,931 < ʎ > $5,439,854 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC
is most cost effective
IIf ʎ > $5,439,854 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective

Generics priced at 25% of brand product

If ʎ < $45,849 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $45,849 < ʎ > $153,382 per QALY, ETV followed by BSC is
most cost effective
If $153,382 < ʎ > $581,184 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If ʎ > $581,184 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective
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Scenario

Finding

Alternative utilities (Jing He)

If ʎ < $159,445 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If ʎ > $159,445 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective

Alternative utilities (Dakin)

If ʎ < $142,341 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If ʎ > $142,341 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective

Costs of health states reduced by 50%

If ʎ < $132,767 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If ʎ > $132,767 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective

Costs of health states increased by 50%

If ʎ < $130,441 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If ʎ > $130,441 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF followed by
BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is most cost
effective
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Table 15. Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses: HBeAg+ CHB with Compensated Cirrhosis
Scenario

Finding

Base case:

If ʎ < $816 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective

Cohort age: 38 years

If $816 < ʎ > $20,460 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective

No resistance to TDF

If $20,460 < ʎ > $36,778 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $36,778 < ʎ > $46,062 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $46,062 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Cohort age: 50 years

If ʎ < $883 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $883 < ʎ > $21,622 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective
If $21,622 < ʎ > $39,884 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $39,884 < ʎ > $50,379 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $50.379 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Cohort age: 60 years

If ʎ < $1,003 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $1,003 < ʎ > $23,454 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is
most cost effective
If $23,454 < ʎ > $44,660 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $44,660 < ʎ > $56,995 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $56,995 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

TDF resistance equivalent to ETV resistance

If ʎ < $816 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $816 < ʎ > $17,715 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective
If $17,715 < ʎ > $40,900 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If ʎ > $40,900 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective
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Scenario

Finding

Transition probabilities for best supportive
care in subsequent years equal to year one

If ʎ < $963 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $963 < ʎ > $21,785 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective
If $21,785 < ʎ > $36,778 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $36,778 < ʎ > $46,062 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $46,062 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Brand price for LAM and ETV

If ʎ < $2,324 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $2,324 < ʎ > $20,460 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is
most cost effective
If $20,460 < ʎ > $33,325 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $33,325 < ʎ > $41,720 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $41,720 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Generics priced at 25% of brand product

If ʎ < $13,387 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most cost
effective
If $13,387 < ʎ > $14,236 per QALY, LAM followed by ETV
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $14,236 < ʎ > $24,970 per QALY, ETV followed by BSC is
most cost effective
If $24,970 < ʎ > $56,567 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $56,567 < ʎ > $75,020 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $75,020 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective
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Scenario

Finding

Alternative utilities (Jing He)

If ʎ < $983 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $983 < ʎ > $24,600 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective
If $24,600 < ʎ > $43,668 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $43,668 < ʎ > $54,518 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $54,518 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Alternative utilities (Dakin)

If ʎ < $895 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $895 < ʎ > $22,439 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most
cost effective
If $22,439 < ʎ > $40,381 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $40,381 < ʎ > $50,601 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $50,601 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Costs of health states reduced by 50%

If ʎ < $2,108 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $2,108 < ʎ > $21,429 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is
most cost effective
If $21,429 < ʎ > $36,946 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $36,946 < ʎ > $46,058 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $46,058 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Costs of health states increased by 50%

If ʎ < $19,491 per QALY, LAM followed by BSC is most cost
effective
If $19,491 < ʎ > $36,609 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $36,609 < ʎ > $46,065 per QALY, LAM followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $46,065 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective
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Table 16. Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses: HBeAg- CHB with Compensated Cirrhosis
Scenario

Finding

Base case:

If ʎ < $50,434 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective

Cohort age: 38 years
No resistance to TDF

If $50,434 < ʎ > $654,791 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $654,791 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Cohort age: 50 years

If ʎ < $52,960 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $52,960 < ʎ > $494,548 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $494,548 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Cohort age: 60 years

If ʎ < $56,796 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $56,796 < ʎ > $383,849 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $383,849 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

TDF resistance equivalent to ETV resistance

If ʎ < $51,657 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $51,657 < ʎ > $57,513 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If $57,513 < ʎ > $75,772 per QALY, ETV followed by BSC is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $75,772 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Transition probabilities for best supportive
care in subsequent years equal to year one

If ʎ < $60,754 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $60,754 < ʎ > $654,791 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $654,791 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Brand price for LAM and ETV

If ʎ < $54,064 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If ʎ > $54,064 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective
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Scenario

Finding

Generics priced at 25% of brand product

If ʎ < $20,052 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $20,052 < ʎ > $63,923 per QALY, ETV followed by BSC is
most cost effective
If $63,923 < ʎ > $138,347 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by in resistant patients is most cost effective
If $138,347 < ʎ > $3,688,666 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by in resistant and non-responsive patients is most
cost effective
If ʎ > $3,688,666 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Alternative utilities (Jing He)

If ʎ < $58,123 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $58,123 < ʎ > $765,216 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $765,216 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Alternative utilities (Dakin)

If ʎ < $54,862 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $54,862 < ʎ > $722,464 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $722,464 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Costs of health states reduced by 50%

If ʎ < $49,233 per QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $49,233 < ʎ > $52,862 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $52,862 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Costs of health states increased by 50%

If ʎ < $51,636 pger QALY, BSC is most cost effective
If $51,636 < ʎ > $656,005 per QALY, ETV followed by TDF
followed by BSC in resistant and non-responsive patients is
most cost effective
If ʎ > $656,005 per QALY, TDF followed by BSC is most cost
effective

Appendix C – Budget Impact Analysis
Research Question
What is the budget impact of alternative policies for reimbursing pharmacotherapies in the treatment of
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CHB?

Methods Reimbursement Based Economic Assessment
An applied, policy-oriented economic model focusing on financial impact was developed to facilitate
consideration of alternative reimbursement strategies for pharmacotherapies available to treat CHB
infection. Utilization data for the oral antiviral medications for hepatitis B (adefovir (ADV), entecavir
(ETV), lamivudine (LAM), and tenofovir disoproxil (TDF)) were provided by OPDP from January 1, 2000 to
March 31, 2014. Analysis focuses on the use of these drugs given the limited utilization data relating to
interferon and pegylated interferon.
The number of users of oral antivirals per quarter for the next three years, 2014-2016, were predicted
using time series analysis. Four models were used to forecast the number of users of oral antivirals.
1. A linear model whereby the number of users was assumed to increase by the same amount
each year and also increase with each new antiviral medication covered under OPDP.
2. An exponential model where an exponential relationship between number of users and time
and number of oral antiviral medications covered was assumed.
3. A power model that allowed a non-linear relationship between time and number of users, and
included the number of oral antivirals covered by OPDP.
4. A constant growth model that assumed a constant percentage increase in the number of users,
with the addition of an oral antiviral to coverage also leading to a percentage increase.
Within all of the models the following covariates were considered: quarter (i.e., January 1-March 31,
2000 was quarter 1, April 1-June 30, 2000 was quarter 2, etc.), and the number of available oral
antivirals covered by OPDP. Each model was also examined for seasonal effects based on absolute and
Winters seasonal effects calculations. For each model, the most suitable combination of independent
variables and inclusion of seasonal effects were selected based on the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC). Once the most functional form for each of the four models was chosen, the appropriate model for
overall users was determined using the smallest BIC. The exponential model with quarter and number of
drugs covered by OPDP as independent variables and no seasonal effects was chosen (See Appendix C1:
Model Details for model details).
Once forecasts for number of users were obtained for 2014-2016, number of users was then converted
to expenditure by multiplying the total users per year by average units per user per quarter in the last
year and average cost per unit in the last year (Status Quo). Expenditures under alternative
reimbursement strategies were estimated. The alternative strategies considered were:
1. No change to current EAP criteria (status quo)
1a. Strategy 1 + Generic substitution for ETV and LAM
2. Maintain LAM as first line on EAP, but increase access to TDF and ETV earlier in disease
progression. This strategy assumes that only a proportion of LAM users will move to TDF or ETV
2a. Strategy 2 + Generic substitution for ETV and LAM
3. Change EAP criteria so that ETV is first line. This strategy assumes that all naïve new LAM and
TDF users would now use ETV moving forward.
3a. Strategy 3 + Generic substitution for ETV and LAM
4. Change EAP criteria so that ETV or TDF is considered first line. This strategy assumes that all new
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LAM users will use TDF or ETV with current distribution of use for naïve first line users. Other
drugs will maintain current trends of utilization.
4a. Strategy 4 + Generic substitution for ETV and LAM
5. Moving LAM and ETV to LU. The assumptions for this strategy include an increased use in ETV
due to easier access such that a proportion of LAM and TDF users will move to ETV, and generic
costs for both LAM and ETV.

Findings
Current Usage and Expenditure
Table 17. Average number of hepatitis B oral antiviral users, units, and prescriptions, per quarter in
2013.

Total oral antivirals
ADV
ETV
LAM
TDF

Average number per quarter in 2013
Users
Units
N(%)
N(%)
2665 (100%)
233,200 (100%)
47 (2%)
3929 (2%)
81 (3%)
7360 (3%)
442 (17%)
39,255 (17%)
2095 (79%)
182,657 (78%)

Prescriptions
N(%)
4748 (100%)
79 (2%)
143 (3%)
768 (16%)
3758 (79%)

Total number of hepatitis B oral antiviral users, units, and prescriptions per quarter was 2,665,
233,200, and 4,748, respectively. TDF accounts for the majority of use (78-79%).
Summary of Average Number of Hepatitis B Oral Antiviral Users, Units, and Prescriptions per
Quarter



TDF accounted for the majority (78-79%) of hepatitis B oral antiviral use in 2013 and ADV
accounted for the least (2%).
The average number of oral antiviral users per quarter in 2013 was 2,665, ranging from 47
users of ADV (2%) to 2,095 users of TDF (79%).
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Table 18. OPDP expenditure on oral antiviral medications used to treat hepatitis B infections from 20002013 (adjusted to 2013 $CAD).

YEAR
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

ADV
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$5,818.26
$802,788.40
$831,772.30
$630,361.80
$484,651.30
$407,081.77

ORAL ANTIVIRAL MEDICATION EXPENDITURE
(2013 $CAD)
ETV
LAM
TDF
TOTAL
$0.00
$136,367.73
$0.00
$136,367.73
$0.00
$227,939.35
$0.00
$227,939.35
$0.00
$341,524.58
$0.00
$341,524.58
$0.00
$403,604.87
$0.00
$403,604.87
$0.00
$484,753.40
$0.00
$484,753.40
$0.00
$591,452.30
$235,209.50
$826,661.80
$0.00
$765,979.30
$459,146.40
$1,225,125.70
$0.00
$955,429.50
$1,088,014.00
$2,043,443.50
$33,901.59 $1,141,061.60
$1,829,223.20
$3,010,004.65
$431,549.65 $1,283,567.90
$2,648,196.90
$5,166,102.85
$598,208.50 $1,014,241.50
$4,539,718.40
$6,983,940.70
$727,664.10
$894,115.20
$6,813,024.00
$9,065,165.10
$705,195.00
$783,722.80
$9,848,385.00 $11,821,954.10
$611,716.60
$634,488.50 $13,184,020.00 $14,837,306.87

Expenditure for oral antiviral medications used to treat hepatitis B has increased dramatically from
just over $135,000 in 2000 to $14.8 million in 2013.
Summary of OPDP expenditure oral antiviral medications used to treat hepatitis B infections from
2000-2013 (adjusted to 2013 $CAN)





Expenditure for oral antiviral medications among hepatitis B patients has risen significantly over
the last 13 years.
In 2000, oral antiviral expenditure by OPDP was just over $135 thousand.
By 2013, total oral antiviral therapy expenditure by OPDP was $14.8 million.
In 2013, TDF accounted for the highest expenditure ($13.2 million) and ADV accounted for the
least ($407,000).
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Figure 7. Oral antiviral medications market share in 2013.

Market Share, 2013
ADV
ETV
3%
4%

LAM
4%

TDF
89%

Based on expenditure in 2013, TDF had the largest market share at 89%, while the remaining three
oral antiviral medications had less than 5% each.
Summary of oral antivirals for hepatitis B market share in 2013


In 2013, TDF had the largest market share (89%) of oral antivirals, followed by ETV (4%), LAM
(4%), and ADV (3%).
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Forecasting expenditure
Figure 8. Oral antiviral medication expenditure for hepatitis B patients (calibrated to actual data from
2013).

Oral antiviral medication expenditure
(calibrated to 2013)
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$5,000,000.00
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Oral antiviral medication expenditure has risen consistently since 2000 and is expected to continue
to rise.
Summary of oral antiviral medication expenditure




Oral antiviral medication expenditure is expected to rise over the next three years.
All four models follow an upward trend.
The exponential model is the most suitable for forecasting.
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Figure 9. Forecast of individual oral antiviral medications based on exponential model

Forecast of oral antiviral expenditure
$35,000,000
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$10,000,000
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Year

TDF is expected to have the greatest growth in expenditure over the next three years.

Summary of forecasted expenditure for individual oral antiviral medications



TDF is expected to continue to contribute to the majority of oral antiviral medication
expenditure over the next three years.
No major increases are expected for ADV, ETV, or LAM in the next three years.
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Table 19. Forecasted oral antiviral medication expenditure
YEAR
ACTUAL
TDF
2013
$13,184,020.00
PREDICTED
2014
$16,455,898.89
2015
$20,989,675.90
2016
$26,772,557.21

ORAL ANTIVIRAL MEDICATION EXPENDITURE
LAM
ETV
ADV
$634,488.50
$611,716.60
$407,081.77

TOTAL
$14,837,306.87

$722,455.49
$921,499.74
$1,175,382.82

$18,320,262.42
$23,367,691.62
$29,805,741.82

$716,168.11
$913,480.12
$1,165,153.71

$425,739.93
$543,035.86
$692,648.08

Without any changes to current hepatitis B oral antiviral medication reimbursement, expenditure is
expected to surpass $18.3 million by 2014 and $29.8 million by 2016
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Impact of Alternative Approaches to Reimbursement
Table 20. Forecasted Total Costs (2016) Under Each Reimbursement Strategy

PREDICTED EXPENDITURE FOR ORAL ANTIVIRALS IN 2016
REIMBURSEMENT STRATEGY
Status Quo (1)

ADV

ETV

LAM

TDF

TOTAL

NET BUDGET IMPACT

$692,648.08

$1,165,153.71

$1,175,382.82

$26,772,557.21

$29,805,741.82

$692,648.08

$942,029.25

$1,053,933.49

$26,772,557.21

$29,461,168.02

-$344,573.80 (-1.16%)

10% LAM users move

$692,648.08

$1,478,177.42

$1,057,844.54

$27,037,090.91

$30,265,760.95

$460,019.13 (+1.54%)

20% LAM users move

$692,648.08

$1,791,201.13

$1,791,201.13

$27,301,624.62

$31,576,674.96

$1,770,933.14 (+5.94%)

30% LAM users move

$692,648.08

$2,104,224.84

$2,104,224.84

$27,566,158.32

$32,467,256.08

$2,661,514.26 (+9.83%)

10% LAM users move

$692,648.08

$1,195,109.58

$948,540.14

$27,037,090.91

$29,873,388.71

$67,646.89 (+0.23%)

20% LAM users move

$692,648.08

$1,448,189.91

$843,146.79

$27,301,624.62

$30,285,609.40

$479,867.58 (+1.61%)

30% LAM users move

$692,648.08

$1,701,270.25

$737,753.44

$27,566,158.32

$30,697,830.09

$892,088.27 (+2.99%)

ETV as 1st line b (3)

$692,648.08

$35,826,918.02

$0.00

$2,770,866.06

$39,290,432.16

$9,484,690.34 (+31.82%)

$692,648.08

$28,966,139.22

$0.00

$2,770,866.06

$32,429,653.35

$2,623,911.53 (+8.80%)

ETV & TDF as 1st line (4)

$692,648.08

$1,494,652.35

$0.00

$31,784,774.74

$33,972,075.17

$4,166,333.34 (+13.98%)

ETV & TDF as 1st line c + generic
substitution ETV & LAM (4a)

$692,648.08

$1,208,429.60

$0.00

$31,784,774.74

$33,685,852.41

$3,880,110.59 (13.02%)

10% LAM & TDF users move

$692,648.08

$4,009,529.98

$948,540.14

$24,095,301.49

$29,746,019.69

-$59,722.13 (-0.20%)

20% LAM & TDF users move

$692,648.08

$7,077,030.72

$843,146.79

$21,418,045.77

$30,030,871.36

$225,129.54 (+0.76%)

30% LAM & TDF users move

$692,648.08

$10,144,531.46

$737,753.44

$18,740,790.05

$30,315,723.03

$509,981.21 (+1.71%)

Status Quo + generic
substitution ETV & LAM (1a)
Increased access to TDF and
ETVa (2)

Increased access to TDF and
ETVa + generic substitution
ETV & LAM (2a)

ETV as 1st line b + generic
substitution ETV & LAM (3a)
c

d

LAM & ETV as LU (5)

a
b
c

.

d

EAP criteria will be changed allowing earlier access to TDF and ETV, increasing use of ETV and TDF.
EAP criteria will be changed so that ETV is first line, increasing use of ETV.
EAP criteria will be changed so that ETV and TDF is first line, increasing use of ETV and TDF
LAM and ETV will be moved to LU, increasing use of ETV and lowering costs of LAM and ETV.

If generic substitution was required for ETV and LAM there would be a reduction in expenditure by
1.16% or $344,000 by 2016. Moving LAM and ETV to LU would result in a 0.2% reduction in
expenditure if only 10% of LAM and TDF users moved to ETV. Under all other scenarios,
expenditure was forecasted to increase.
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Summary of Forecasted Total Costs (2016) Under Each Reimbursement Strategy





Without any changes to current oral antiviral medication reimbursement, expenditure is
expected to surpass $29 million by 2016.
Enforcement of generic pricing for ETV and LAM would result in the greatest reduction (-1.16%)
in expenditure for oral antiviral medications for treatment of hepatitis B.
Moving LAM and ETV to LU would result in a small reduction (0.20%) in expenditure if only 10%
of LAM and TDF users go to ETV.
All other alternative reimbursement strategies would result in an increased expenditure for oral
antiviral medications by 2016.
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Appendix C – Appendices
Appendix C1: Model Details
Table 21. Model details for users of oral antiviral treatments for hepatitis B
CONSTANT

QUARTER

NO. DRUGS IN CLASS

-490.799
68.12886

163.23
1775.30

105.2635388
75.50648095

3820.579
CONSTANT

QUARTER

NO. DRUGS IN CLASS

97.90595
0.33851

1.28
0.01

1.031870063
0.037516989

3676.401
CONSTANT

QUARTER

NO. DRUGS IN CLASS

-101.73
45.90729

54.60
3.63

-56.86405152
44.59592888

3883.22
CONSTANT

NEW TRT AVAILABLE

CONSTANT GROWTH
MODEL
Coefficient
Std. error

0.07
0.00

0.02
0.03

BIC

4065.93

LINEAR MODEL
Coefficient
Std. error
BIC
EXPONENTIAL MODEL
Coefficient
Std. error
BIC
POWER MODEL
Coefficient
Std. error
BIC
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Appendix D – Reimbursement Based Economic Evaluation
Research Question
RQ4. What is the cost effectiveness of alternative policies for reimbursing pharmacotherapies in the
treatment of CHB?

Methods
Analysis considered the reimbursement strategies introduced within the Budget Impact Analysis.
1. No change to current EAP criteria (status quo)
1a. Strategy 1 + Generic substitution for ETV and LAM
2. Maintain LAM as first line on EAP, but increase access to TDF and ETV earlier in disease
progression.
2a. Strategy 2 + Generic substitution for ETV and LAM
3. Change EAP criteria so that ETV is first line.
3a. Strategy 3 + Generic substitution for ETV and LAM
4. Change EAP criteria so that ETV or TDF is considered first line.
4a. Strategy 4 + Generic substitution for ETV and LAM
5. Moving LAM and ETV to LU.
For each strategy, the potential impact of these in terms of cost effectiveness was assessed based on the
results of the de novo economic modelling. Given that data are not available to determine the
proportion of patients who initiate therapy at each of the disease states considered within the economic
model, incremental cost effectiveness ratios for the alternative strategies could not be estimated.

Results
Based on a threshold of a willingness to pay for a QALY of $50,000, strategy 1a would be cost effective
compared to the current reimbursement strategy as it would have no impact on treatment effectiveness
but would lead to a reduction in costs.
When considering, Strategy 2 and strategy 2a, given the results of the de novo modelling, access to TDF
should be restricted to those patients presenting with HBeAg positive disease with compensated
cirrhosis. It is not cost effective to allow access to any of the treatments for patients who are HBeAg
negative regardless of cirrhosis.
With respect to strategies 3 and 3a, allowing ETV as a first line therapy would not be cost effective given
current generic prices. However, if generic ETV were available at 25% of the current brand price and
generic substitution were required, a treatment sequence of ETV followed by best supportive care in
resistant patients would be optimal for all patient strata – i.e. ETV could be made available through LU
with no access to LAM or TDF.
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With respect to strategies 4 and 4a, allowing TDF as first line therapy would not be cost effective.
With respect to strategy 5, given the lack of cost effectiveness of any treatment sequence in patients
with HBeAg negative disease, moving either LAM or ETV to limited use would not be cost effective.
However, as above, if generic ETV were available at 25% of the current brand price and generic
substitution were required, ETV could be made available through LU with limited access to TDF for
HBeAg positive patients with compensated cirrhosis who are resistant to ETV.
Given the finding that moving ETV to limited use with generic ETV priced at 25% of the current brand
price, it was of interest to explore the necessary price reduction for TDF such that a strategy of initiating
therapy with ETV followed by TDF when resistance occurs would be optimal (i.e. TDF remains with
current EAP ciriteria). Assuming 2/3rds of patients present with HBeAg positive disease, the necessary
price reduction would be 45%.

Conclusions
Based on the results of the de novo modelling, it is not currently cost effective to allow more liberal
access to either TDF or ETV. If generic ETV could be available at 25% of the brand cost, placing ETV on
limited use would be cost effective (whilst simultaneously allowing limited access to TDF).
Given the findings of our analysis, the current EAP criteria for TDF would be appropriate only if
significant price reductions (45%) can be negotiated.
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